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University of Swabi was established in 2012. Presently, the  university consists of two campuses i.e. old campus 
(114 Kanals) and new campus (1400 kanals) located at a distance of only 2.5 km from Motorway Swabi 
interchange. The university enjoys an easy access to all parts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Federal territory. As a 
nascent university, UOS has a long way to go before it establishes itself as one of the leading seats of Higher 
Education in the country. With dedication and selfless devotion to education, it has shown remarkable growth in a 
very short period of time. The university has gained the confidence of Academia and Administration for its strict 
adherence to the quality control and the state of art facilities that it provides to its faculty and students.

We have already taken initial steps towards building capacity for academic enhancement by starting many new 

departments that will grow in the near future Insha'Allah. Today, the university is a home to more than 4000 

students in different disciplines, offering both under and postgraduate degree programs. The university is proud to 

have 200 faculty members including 98 PhDs and 102 MS / MPhil degree holders. There are 14 well equipped 

science and computer laboratories and a central library for academic and research activities.

INTRODUCTION

VISION: 

MISSION:

The University of Swabi aspires to be among the leading universities in the newly established universities of 

Pakistan, renowned and recognized around the world for offering extensive academic and professional programs 

of the ultimate quality, for its idiosyncratic style of learning that engages and organizes students for leadership 

roles in the society, and for being a major national and international center of learning and research in the quest to 

improve human life.

The University of Swabi aims to improve its students with an education and learning experience of the premier 

quality; offering a comprehensive platform of academic and professional programs; encouraging the personal, 

social, academic, and career growth of all students; adding to humanoid knowledge; contributing to the cultural, 

social and economic progress of society through ground breaking research, acquisition and application of 

knowledge; and contributing to the encroachment of learning and to the growth of human resources in Swabi, KP 

and across the country.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

qualifications, and skills of people in the workforce.

Providing its students with an education and learning experience of the highest quality in several disciplines and 
fields, including the humanities, social sciences, basic sciences, agriculture, and health sciences. 
Promoting the personal, social, academic and career growth of all students in a practical manner to prepare and 
succeed them to be leaders in their chosen careers and professions.
Adding to human knowledge through discovery and scientific research in full assistance and teamwork with 
leading academic and research institutions across the country and around the globe.
Contributing to the national, social and economic progress of society through social awareness and effective 
commitment and collaborations with public and private organizations and institutions.
Enhancing the quality and reputation of higher education in the country through cooperation with other 
institutions of higher learning, to promote quality standards and the adoption of best practices in learning and 
teaching.
Contributing to the improvement of learning and to the development of human resources in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
and the country through connecting academic and professional programs to the future needs of the job market and 
by providing continuous educational and training programs to update and upgrade the knowledge, professional 
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District Swabi is located in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province of Pakistan. It was created on 1st July, 1988. Prior 

to that, it has been a Tehsil of Mardan District, since its creation in 1937. Before 1937; it remained a Tehsil under 

Peshawar. District Swabi is surrounded by beautiful mountains on its northern side, and mighty River Indus 

(Abaseen), with its cold running waters and irrigating fertile land, on the southern side. Swabi is blessed with 

fertile agricultural land, therefore, most of the people are associated with agriculture. Swabi is the fourth most 

populous district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa with Yousafzai clan of Pukhtoons as the predominant population.

 

The History and culture of Swabi are very rich. Once part of the Gandhara civilization, Swabi contains many 

important archaeological sites, which are tourist attractions. Alexander the Great crossed the Indus River where 

the village of Hund now lies on its right bank. Hund is an archaeological treasure; it was the capital of the Hindu 

Shahi for nearly three hundred years. Rani Ghat is another Gandhara archaeological site, containing the ruins of a 

famous palace belonging to the queen of that era.  The ruins on the top of a mountain still attract visitors. 

District Swabi abounds in natural resources. Marble, Sandstone, Gravel are available in large quantity. 

Limestone, sandstone, and phyllite/ slates are common economic rocks of the area. The limestone is used for 

crushers and road construction whereas the sandstone and slates are used for houses. 

District Swabi is spread over 1543 sq kms. Administratively, it is divided into four tehsils i.e. Swabi, Topi, Razzar 

and Lahor, having 56 union councils. The overall population of District Swabi is 1,826,804 persons, with annual 

growth rate of 2.96%, having density of 702 persons per/ km2.

Literacy Rate in Swabi is 70 per cent (one of the highest ratios in all districts of Pakistan). Apart from public and 

private sector school and colleges in Swabi, there are various renowned educational institutes like Ghulam Ishaq 

Khan Institute  of Engineering Sciences and Technology, located in the village of Topi, and the University of 

Swabi, located in village Anbar. Karnal Sher Khan Cadet College Swabi is located in the village of Ismaila while 

Women University Swabi at Gulo Deri is fulfilling the educational needs of the district.

CITY OF SWABI
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Welcome to the University of Swabi! We are one of Pakistan's newly 

established universities with a good growing reputation for quality 

education. Our inherited facilities and strong students focus give us 

reasons to hope that we will be a sought-after university of the region 

soon. We mean to be an organic entity which can adjust and readjust itself 

according to the changes and challenges facing it.

Housed in Swabi, the University of Swabi is right on the bank of the 

Peshawar-Islamabad Motorway. We are very easily accessible, and that 

for us is a motto too. We want to be easily accessible in every sense of the 

word. Our university provides a congenial learning environment and 

reasonable hostel facilities to students and faculty.

Knowing that we are a young university, some of our facilities may not be 

state-of-the-art but we mean to get there soon. Our today is better than 

our yesterday, and our tomorrow will be better than our toady. Our focus 

is on strengthening our laboratories, and attracting good quality teachers 

and researchers. Our faculty is a blend of budding and established 

researchers and academics; we are proud of them. We believe that they 

can do better, and have a hope that they will continue to support our 

budding teachers and researchers in their productive endeavors.

We welcome you once again to University of Swabi. Help us change things for 

better!

VICE CHANCELLOR'S MESSAGE

Nasir Jamal Khattak 
PhD (Amherst)

Vice Chancellor University of Swabi
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FACULTY OF SCIENCES

Modern society is faced with challenges of environmental degradation, 

food security, inequitable distribution intolerance and extremism etc. In 

developing countries like Pakistan, the problems are further compounded 

by illiteracy, population explosion, lack of health and educational 

facilities, slow economic growth, food insecurity, malnutrition, militancy 

and extremism etc. 

Located in a rural setting in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, the 

University of Swabi (UoS) is uniquely placed to serve a large population of 

the adjoining areas of KP, ICT and Punjab. Since its establishment in 2012, 

the university has been continuously striving to develop its physical and human infrastructure. Recent shifting to 

a modern, state-of-the art and purpose-built building has been a major step in that direction. The impressive new 

building is visible from the Islamabad-Peshawar Motorway (M-1) near Anbar interchange. 

Swabi university offers around 25 S &T, degree programs in 13 departments. These departments are staffed by 

well qualified faculty, most of who have PhDs from advanced countries of the world. 

The university plans to strengthen its faculty even further through recruitment of highly qualified and motivated 

individuals who can inculcate the thirst for knowledge and passion for research in their students. Similarly, the 

strengthening of laboratories and other physical facilities for science departments has been declared a priority 

and the aim is being perused incessantly.    

We at UoS believe that the aims and objectives of education are best served when teaching-learning is accepted 

and pursued as a collective and collaborative effort. We pride ourselves for having an open mind for fostering 

mutually beneficial relationship with any stakeholder, whether local or international. In the same vein, we 

regularly host collaborative events where leading academics and practitioners share their work with their 

counterparts and students in the UoS. The process of education at UoS extends to character building through 

various co-curricular activities of debates, exhibitions, academic competitions, sports and games. 

We are confident that our students will emerge as leaders in the effort to transform the scientific, social, cultural 

and economic landscape of Pakistan. Our graduates are already placed in leading organizations such as 

multinational corporations, national/international corporate sector, government institutions, academia, and 

various well-reputed conglomerates. 

The University is committed to its motto of” Quest for Excellence” and will leave no stone un-turned in its quest 

to become one of the leading universities of Pakistan. Being a newly established institution, UoS also had to face 

its “teething problems”. However, the university is past that stage now and is well-poised to take-off as a leading 

University. We invite the aspiring scholars to join us at the UoS and share our journey for acquisition, 

dissemination, and creation of knowledge. Our doors are open to one and all. We shall strive to make your entry 

and journey comfortable, fruitful and enjoyable with the aim of making everyone a winner. 
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Welcome to the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences at the University of Swabi. It is our 

great pleasure to encourage you to get to know us better
.
In the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences, we strive to engage, inspire and discover. 

Our mission is to reflect on the world and our place in it through critical inquiry, 

creative practices and collaborative exploration.

The Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences is a vast and multi disciplinary academic 

community. It is relevant and of great value to society. We have a 

committed group of researchers and academicians across different 

departments including, Economics, English, Islamic & Arabic Studies, 

Journalism & Mass Communication, Law, Management Sciences, Political Science & PCS, Psychology, 

Sociology, Tourism & Hotel Management and Urdu where we seek to create an environment for our students, 

faculty and staff to motivate them for critical thinking, engage as global citizens, and collaborate as leaders, bold 

innovators and creative practitioners.

We are extremely confident in the excellence of our various programs in different Departments, and we take great 

pride in the accomplishments of our students, faculty, staff and alumni.

FACULTY OF ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Prof. Dr. Mian Sayed Khan
(Dean Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

Agriculture continues to be the single largest sector, a dominant driving force for 

growth and the main source of livelihood for 70 percent of the country's population. 

It accounts for 21.8 percent of the GDP and employs 44.7 percent of the total work 

force. As such agriculture enjoys being the center of the national economic policies 

and has been designated by the government as the engine of the national economic 

growth as well as effective tool of poverty reduction. Agriculture contributes to the 

economic growth as a base of raw material to the industry, ultimately the industrial 

products. Thus, any improvement in agriculture will not only boost country's 

economic growth to rise at a faster rate but will also nourish and fulfill the nutritive 

requirements of a large segment of the country's population. Department of 

Agriculture was established with an initial enrollment of 80 students at newly established Anbar Campus of 

Abdul Wali Khan University Mardan in 2010, which was later upgraded as University of Swabi on December 

2012. At present, more than 350 students are being enrolled annually. The plan is based on the noble concept that 

education, research and employment must be strongly and permanently linked with each other. Department of 

Agriculture comprises Horticulture, Plant Breeding and Genetics, Entomology, Agronomy, Food Science & 

Technology, Soil Sciences, Plant Pathology and Agricultural & Applied Economics. Three of the disciplines have 

been accredited in 'X' category by the accreditation council whereas, the rest are in progress to achieve the high 

rating. Currently, 4-years BSc (Honors) Agriculture, MSc (Honors) and PhD are being offered in selected 

disciplines. Moreover, short courses in plant protection, bee keeping, household pest management, landscape, 

tunnel farming, citrus production are planned to commence in near future. Till date, more than 200 graduates of 

the department have successfully availed foreign scholarships for graduate studies and grabbed the jobs in the 

market.

“To see a self-sufficient, technologically advanced, economically prosperous, intellectually mature and morally 

impeccable society in Pakistan through transformation of agricultural enterprise for the benefit of the people of 

Swabi in particular and the rest of the world in general”

“The Department of Agriculture extends quality higher education & training to the public for enhancing their 

knowledge, nurturing their intellects and grooming their talents for leading and managing the transformation of 

society in general, and the agriculture, in particular. The department motivates, facilitates and encourages 

teachers and students of Agriculture to gain, create, utilize and disseminate knowledge within the bounds of 

moral norms”.

Dr. Hidayat Ullah 
(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY DETAILS:
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#

1

2

7

DesignationName Qualification Status Discipline

Professor, Dean FoS Ph.D PBG

Email

Associate Professor,

 Chairperson

Dr. Beena Saeed Agronomy drbeenasaeed@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Muhammad

 Ibrahim

Lecturer, Incharge 

Experimental Farm
Ph.D Regular Agronomy ibrahim@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Gul Naz Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract Agronomy gulnazjan53@yahoo.com

Dr. Muhammad

 Haroon
Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract

Weed

 Sciences
dr.haroon@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Ibadullah Jan
Assistant Professor, 

Incharge Hort Lab
Ph.D Regular Horticulture dribad@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Inayat ur Rahman Lecturer Ph.D Regular drinayat@uoswabi.edu.pkHorticulture

Mr. Junaid Khan
Lecturer, Nursery 

Incharge
M.Sc 

(Honors)
Regular junaidkhan_hort@uoswabi.edu.pkHorticulture

Dr. Muhammad

Shahab
Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract shahab@uoswabi.edu.pkHorticulture

Dr. Muneer Rehman Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract mrehman@uoswabi.edu.pkHorticulture

Dr. Muhammad 

Zamin
Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract zaminhort@uoswabi.edu.pkHorticulture

Dr. Muhammad 

Saeed

Associate Professor, 

Incharge Ento Lab
Ph.D Regular Entomology dr.msaeed@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Jawad Ali Lecturer
M.Sc 

(Honors)
Regular, 

Study leave
jawadalishah@uoswabi.edu.pkEntomology

Assistant Professor

mukhtar@uoswabi.edu.pk

drhidayat@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Mukhtar Alam

Dr. Hidayat Ullah

Dr. Durrishahwar

Dr. Mian Ahmad Raza

Dr. Yousaf Jamal

Dr. Abdul Basir

Associate Professor,

Incharge PBG Lab
drdurrishahwar@uoswabi.edu.pk

ahmadraza@uoswabi.edu.pk

sherazahmad@uoswabi.edu.pk

yousafjamal@uoswabi.edu.pk

a.basir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Assistant Professor

Associate Professor, 

Incharge Agron Lab

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

PBG

Regular

Regular

Contract

Contract

Regular

Regular

Regular

Regular

Ph.D,

Post-Doc

Ph.D

Ph.D

Ph.D,

 Post-Doc

Ph.D

Ph.D

Ph.D

Agronomy

Agronomy

PBG

PBG

PBG

Dr. Sheraz Ahmad Khan

16

17

18

19

14

15

8

9

10

11

12

13

3

4

5
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FACULTY DETAILS:
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PROGRAMS OFFERED: 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Bachelor of Science (BSc Honors), Master of Science (Msc Honors) and 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Agriculture.

Bsc (Honors) Agriculture in various disciplines: F.Sc (Pre-Medical/ Pre-Engineering) or 
ndequivalent with at least 2 division (45% marks) or 

Associate Degree in Agriculture with a CGPA of 
th

2.00 out of 4.00 for admission to 5  semester of 
B.Sc (Honors) Agriculture.

S.# DesignationName Qualification Status Discipline

Ph.D

Email

Dr. Fazli Subhan Assistant Professor Contract Entomology fzsubhani77@yahoo.com

Dr. Nazeer Ahmad Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract dr.nazeer@uoswabi.edu.pkEntomology

Mr. Zia Ur Rahman
Lecturer, Incharge 

FST Lab

M.Sc 

(Honors)
Regular FST zia@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Tariq Kamal Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract FST drkamal@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Muhammad 

Adnan

Lecturer, Incharge 

Soil Sciences Lab
Ph.D Regular

Soil 

Sciences
madnan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Fazli Wahid Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract Soil
Sciences

fazliwahid@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Rafiullah Assistant Professor Ph.D Contract
Soil

Sciences

Dr. Irshad Ali 

Khan
Lecturer Ph.D Regular

Plant 

Pathology

Mr. Ubaid Ullah Lab Assistant BA Contract Arts

Islamic 
Studies

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Ms. Sumayya Rani Lecturer Regular FST sumayya@uoswabi.edu.pkM.Sc 
(Honors)

rafiullah@uoswabi.edu.pk

drirshad@uoswabi.edu.pk

farhana@uoswabi.edu.pk

haider@uoswabi.edu.pk

----------

Mr. Haider Ali Senior Clerk MA Regular

Dr. Farhana Gul Lecturer Ph.D Regular
Agric.& 

Applied 

Economics

Mr Shah Fahad Lab Attendant BS Contract Electrical Engg. shahfahadfaar@gmail.com

Mr. Rahman Shah Lab Attendant MA Contract rshah7549@gmail.comIslamic 
Studies



MSc (Honors) Agriculture in various disciplines: Relevant master's degree/ equivalent degreeor 4-

years educational degree awarded after 

intermediate (with minimum credit hours of 124) 

or with a minimum CGPA of 2.50/4.00 in semester 
nd

system or 2 division in annual system in 

specialized discipline and;

Qualifying Departmental Screening Test with at 

least 60% marks.

PhD in various disciplines:                            Relevant MS/ MPhil/ M.Sc (Honors)/ equivalent 

degree or degree awarded after 18-years 

education with a CGPA of 3.00/4.00 in semester 
stsystem or 1 division in annual system in 

specialized discipline and;

Qualifying Departmental Screening Test with at 

least 70% marks.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The Department of Biotechnology was started in 2017 with a vision to produce 

quality minds capable of strengthening and broadening the base of Biotechnology 

in Pakistan. Currently the department is offering only BS program in 

Biotechnology. Biotechnology uses scientific and engineering principles to bio-

organisms for the improvement of the quality of human life. Biotechnology has a 

wide range of applications and is termed as “technology of hope” which impacts 

human health, well-being, other forms of life and our environment. DNA 

recombinant technology has a profound impact on health, contributing to the 

diagnostics and cure of hereditary defects and serious diseases and the development 

of new biopharmaceutical drugs and vaccines for human and animal use. It also 

deals with the modification of microorganisms, plants and animals for improved and tailored food production 

and increased opportunities for environmental remediation and protection. The technological advancements 

have focused on the development of alternate, renewable, and sustainable energy sources for the production of 

biofuels. Biotechnology being an interdisciplinary branch of science is popular among youngsters as it is 

providing ample opportunities for those who want to explore the new and modern frontiers of science.

To be a world-class center in Teaching, Education, Research and Entrepreneurship in Biotechnology with a 

potential to innovate, invent and disseminate knowledge of Biotechnology for the benefit of humanity. 

The Department of Biotechnology is committed to produce well-rounded international standard graduates 

through quality and relevant teaching, research development, consultancy and community services as well as 

promoting entrepreneurship in Biotechnology and maintain leadership in the pursuit and dissemination of 

knowledge for the welfare of humanity.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
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FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS:

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Biotechnology
nd

 F. Sc Pre-Medical or equivalent with at least 2  division (45% marks) 

or Associate Degree in Science (relevant subject) with a CGPA of 2.00 out of 4.00for admission to 
th5  semester.

#

1

2

3

4

5

DesignationName Qualification Status Email

Dr. Latifur Rehman Assistant Professor PhD Fixed Pay latifurrehman@uoswabi.edu.pk

Assistant Professor PhD Fixed PayDr. Ijaz Naeem ijaznaeem@uoswabi.edu.pk

Assistant Professor PhD Fixed PayDr. Muhammad Idrees midrees@uoswabi.edu.pk

Nazifullah Qazi Lecturer M.Phil Visiting nazeefbbt1@gmail.com

Nood Badshah Lecturer M.Phil Visiting noorafridi5282@gmail.com
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTVITIES:
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DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The department of Botany was established in September 2017 to fulfill the 

educational needs of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in particular and Pakistan in general. 

It is a teaching and research department that enrolls students in BS and M.Sc 

programs. The Department has developed up-to-date curriculum with strong 

applied side so that it produces specialized man power that would be beneficial to 

the economy of Pakistan. Research work is mandatory for every student which often 

includes study trips, field study and lab work in order to foster the awareness level 

of our students. The Department is striving to achieve excellence in Botanical 

sciences due to its importance in the economic uplift of the country.

To improve the quality of education and status of learning, teaching and research in the field of Botany nationally 

and as well as internationally.

The Department is committed to train students and scientists for the uplift of the community through teaching, 

research, and participation. 

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Amjad ur Rahman

(Head of the Department)

 

CRITERIA FOR BS:

F.Sc (Pre-Medical) or equivalent with at least 2nd Division (45% Marks)or Associate Degree in Botany with 
th

a CGPA of 2.00 out of 4.00 for admission to 5  Semester.

19

FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS:

PROGRAMS OFFERED:
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

   Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Botany

DesignationName Qualification Email address

Dr. Amjadur Rahman Assistant Professor & HOD PhD rahman@uoswabi.edu.pk 

Dr. Muhammad Irfan Lecturer PhD mirfan310@yahoo.com

Ms. Aneesa Nayab Lecturer M.Phil aneesanayab21@gmail.com

Hussain Lab Attendant B.A ---- ----

Sr. #

1

2

3

4



DEPARTMENTAL ACTVITIES:

Field demonstrations and data collection 

of various plants species in the field 

Department of Botany study trips to PMNH 
and Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad

20

Celebrating cricket victory and presenting souvenir to 

VC in the Annual Sports Gala



DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The Department of Chemistry was established in October 2016 and is 

currently housed in main campus. The department is a seat of learning of 

Chemistry committed to empower its students with quality chemical 

education, research skills and management qualities through providing state-

of-the-art laboratories and equipments. The department aims to produce 

professionally competent individuals well versed with quality chemical 

education, research skills and management qualities to respond the socio-

economic challenges of the society making it easy for life to breathe.

To be a seat of learning chemistry committed to empower its students with 

quality chemical education and research skills through providing state of the art faculty, laboratories 

and curriculum.

The Department aims to produce professionally competent individuals well versed with quality chemical 

education, research skills and management qualities to respond to the socio-economic challenges of the society 

making it easy for life to breathe. 

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:

Prof. Dr.
Muhammad Nasimullah Qureshi

(Head of the Department)

DesignationName Qualification Status E-mail AddressDiscipline

Prof. Dr. Muhammad
 Nasimullah Qureshi

Professor & 
Chairman

PhD (Austria); 
Post Doc 
(China)

Regular
Organic
Chemistry

mnasimuq@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Sarzamin Khan
Assistant
Professor

PhD (Brazil); 
Post Doc 
(Brazil)

Regular
Analytical 
Chemistry

sarzamin@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Abdur Rauf PhD (Pakistan) Regular
Organic 
Chemistry

abdurrauf@uoswabi.edu.pkAssistant
Professor

Dr. Zia Ur Rahman
Assistant
Professor

PhD (China); 
Post Doc 
(China)

Regular
Inorganic
Chemistry

ziaurrahman@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Khaliq Ur Rahman Assistant 
Professor 

PhD (Pakistan) Fixed Pay
Inorganic 
Chemistry

khaliqurrehman@uoswabi.edu.pk
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FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status E-mail AddressDiscipline

Dr. Zafar Ali Shah
Assistant 
Professor 

PhD (HEJ) Fixed Pay
Organic 
Chemistry

zafarali@uoswabi.edu.pk 

PhD (China) drshahchem@uoswabi.edu.pkAssistant
Professor

Dr. Hameed Shah Fixed Pay
Physical 
Chemistry

Dr. Shujaat Ali Khan Assistant
Professor

Organic 
Chemistry

drshujaat1987@uoswabi.edu.pkPhD (Pakistan) Fixed Pay

Assistant
Professor

Assistant 
Professor 

Dr. Abdul Wahid
PhD
(Saudi Arabia)

Fixed Pay
Analytical 
Chemistry

abdulwahid@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Iftikhar PhD (China) Visiting
Applied 
Chemistry

iftikhar@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Asad Nawaz
Office 
Assistant

MSc (Pakistan) Regular Statistics asadnawaz@uoswabi.edu.pk

PROGRAMS OFFERED:

ELIGIBLITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS), Master of Science (MSc), Master of Philosophy 
(Mphil), Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Chemistry.

BS ndF.Sc (Pre-Medical/Pre-Engineering) or Equivalent with at least 2  division

MSc nd
B.Sc (with Chemistry) with at least 2  division

MPhil ·     Sixteen years of relevant schooling or 4 years relevant education after HSSC/F.Sc/Grade 12 
or equivalent. 

· Qualified the GAT(General) conducted by the National Testing Service with a minimum of 
50% cumulative score OR 60% score in University/ departmental test at the time of 
admission in M.Phil program.  

· The candidates should have:
nd(a) Obtained 2  division in annual system of examination and 2.50 CGPA in  BS Chemistry 

(4-years), M.Sc in Chemistry in semester system examination.  
rd        (b) No 3  division in the entire academic career. 

PhD a) MS/MPhil Degree in Chemistry with a minimum of CGPA 3.00 in semester system of at 
least 30 credit hours or 1st division in annual system. 

rd
b) No 3  division in the entire academic career.

Qualified the GAT (Subject) conducted by the National Testing Service with a minimum 
of 60% cumulative score OR 70% score in University/ departmental test at the time of  
admission in Ph.D program. 
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DEPARTMENTALACTIVITIES:

Faculty members of the Department of Chemistry

Visit of Labs of the Department of Chemical Engineering, GIK, Topi
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Meeting of the Board of Studies of Department of Chemistry

Group photo of the Department of Chemistry
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Sports Gala



DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

INTRODUCTION:

The aim of Computer Science department is to produce computer professionals who 

can create new technologies and ideas, and devise new ways to use computers. The 

degree in Computer Sciences can open doors into the professional worlds of many 

other disciplines.

Computer Science program serves those students who wish to proceed as 

entrepreneurs or generalists in computing or who aspire for graduate studies, 

research positions, or cross-disciplinary innovation. This program develops skills in 

students for applying the concepts, principles, and practices in Computer Science 

for analyzing and solving real-world problems to support industry as well as 

research a nd development organizations.

 The students are provided effective personal development and team-work skills for continuing professional 

growth and life-long learning and awareness of their social, professional and ethical responsibilities in the 

national and international environments.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status E-mail AddressDiscipline
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Dr. Shah Nazir
(Head of the Department)

Dr. Shah Nazir
Assistant 
Professor

PhD., 
Postdoc

TTS
Software 
Engineering

shahnazir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Ameer 
Shakayb Arsalan

Lecturer MS Regular Networking shakayb@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Anwar Hussain Lecturer MPhil Regular
HCI, 
Networking

anwar@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Yaser Salim Lecturer MS Regular Networking yaser@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Muhammad 
Imtiaz 

MS Regular Networking muhammadimtiaz@uoswabi.edu.pk

PROGRAMS OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY  CRITERIA:

       

 Bachelor of Studies (BS), Master of Studies (MS) in Computer Science. 

§ FSc Pre-Engineering
§ FSc Pre-Medical              

BS in Computer Science

Associate
Research 
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§ ICS- Intermediate in Computer Science

§ FSc General Science (With Computer and Mathematics)

§ Diploma (03 years) in Associate Engineering with subject of Mathematics and equivalence from IBCC
st

§ Admission in 1  semester will be granted in BS program. However, students shall have the option to exit 

thafter completion of 4  semesters with an associate degree.

§ A degree earned after sixteen years of education in computing or a related Discipline, with a minimum

 CGPA 2.5 (out of 4.0 in semester system) or 2nd division in annual system

§ Candidate must fulfill GAT/NTS requirements or qualify screening test conducted by the University 

By securing the required score as per the University guidelines.

MS in Computer Science

DEPARTMENTAL  ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

INTRODUCTION:
Economics today is the dire need of developing economies like Pakistan. 

Pakistan is facing various problems such as poor industrial base, instable 

political scenario; budget deficit, controversial economic policies, drastic 

debt burden, investment deficiencies and less-persistent economic growth. 

To overcome the impact of these issues on the economy, the in-depth 

understanding of economics is inevitable.

In this regard, the department of Economics is trying to fill the gap with 

proper tools and suitable learning in the concerned field in order to build the 

well qualified and well professional economists who might be the policy 

makers as well as the economic analysts in the near future the ties of whom will set the direction 

of the country towards a right path.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:
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 Mr. Sami Ullah Khan
 (Head of the Department)

DesignationName

Mr. Sami Ullah Khan
Head of 
Department/ 
Lecturer

Mr. Arsalan Khan Lecturer

Mr. Kashif Ali Lecturer

Dr. Shahid Akbar

Mr. Imad Inayat Research 
Associate

Ms. Mehwish Nawaz
Lecturer

Status

On Study 
Leave

On Study 
Leave

Ms. Naila Safi Lecturer

Syed Asim Shah Lecturer

Economics

Economics

Economics

Econometrics

Economics

Economics

Economics

Statistics

Discipline

PhD 
in Progress

PhD in 
Progress

PhD in 
Progress

PhD

MA

MPhil

MPhil

PhD in 
Progress

E-mail Address

samiullahkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

arsalan@uoswabi.edu.pk

kashifali@uoswabi.edu.pk

shahidakbar@uoswabi.edu.pk

imad.inayat@uoswabi.edu.pk

mnawaz@uoswabi.edu.pk

nailaxafi@gmail.com

asim@uoswabi.edu.pk

Regular 

Regular 

Regular 

Visiting 

Visiting 

IPFP FellowAP

Qualification



FACULTY DETAILS:
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PROGRAM OFFERED: 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Economics

Intermediate with at least 45% Marks from a recognized institution or A-Levels (22 Points) with 

Equivalency Certificate from Inter Board Committee of Chairman (IBCC) Islamabad or an equivalent 

certificate from a recognized institution are eligible to apply.

Candidates are required to pass entry test/interview (if any) conducted by the University/College.

DesignationName

Mr. Muhammad
Bilal Shahid

Lecturer

Mr. Muhammad
Waqas Lecturer

Status E-mail Address

StatisticsMPhil mbilalshahid92@gmail.com

Statistics
PhD in
Progress

mwaqas@uoswabi.edu.pk

Visiting 

Visiting 

DisciplineQualification
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S.# Name Designation Qualification Status Discipline Email Address

Ms. Saina  Shah

Dr. Talat Masoowd

Mr. Khursheed Khan

Ms. Sadia Zahir Ali

Ms. Muneeba Sharafat

Mr. Arshad Ali

Mr. Asad Ullah

Mr. Rehmat Ali 

Mr. Mujtaba

Ms. Shehrzad 
Ameena Khattak

PhD in 
Progress

PhD in 
Progress

PhD

MPhil 
English

MPhil 
English

MPhil 
English

MPhil 
English

MA 
English

MA 
English

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Asst, 
Prof/HOD

Asst, Prof

Lecturer

Lecturer

Lecturer  

Research 
Associate

Lecturer  

Lecturer  

Lecturer  

Lecturer  

 Literature

 Linguistics

 Linguistics

 Linguistics

 Literature

 Literature

Linguistics

MS Applied 
Linguistics 

Linguistics 

Literature

BPS-19

BPS-19

BPS-18

BPS-18

BPS-18

BPS-17

Visiting 

Visiting 

Visiting 

Visiting 

PhD 

sania.shah@uoswabi.edu.pk

talatmasood@uoswabi.edu.pk

khursheed@uoswabi.edu.pk

sadia.zahir@uoswabi.edu.pk

ms.zeeshan@uoswabi.edu.pk

arshad@uoswabi.edu.pk

asadktk990@gmail.com

rehmatyousafzai1@gmail.com

mujtabakhan157@gmail.com

shehrzadkhattak@yahoo.com

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS

The Department of English is a vibrant hub of academic, intellectual and cultural 

activities. Apart from running its three full-time programs: BS and MPhil, the 

department provides support to all other departments of the University by offering 

interdisciplinary courses in English Literature and Language. The Department of 

English promotes a vibrant research culture with a commitment to embrace 

progressive research and rethink the existing thought patterns. 

. The primary focus of the 

department is to achieve excellence in research that is of practical importance. 

The faculty and students are actively engaged in research activities and have 

written many research papers which have found their way into scholarly journals 

of national and international repute.

The department 

strives for quality education in both Linguistics and Literature. It intends to deliver 

knowledge, which is both basic and applied in nature

 The academic activities of the department 

include lectures, discussions, assignments, presentations, projects, seminars, and research. Students are free to 

pursue their education and extra-curricular activities in a culturally diversified educational environment.  

Our vision is to bring peace and prosperity in society by fostering a pluralist world view.

The department of English, by its commitment to excellence in teaching and research, equipped with the most 

modern and innovative approaches to teaching, strives to enable its students to comprehend, appreciate, and 

evaluate both Literature and Linguistics.

Ms. Saina Shah

(Head of the Department)
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S.# Name Designation Qualification Status Discipline Email Address

11

12

Mr. Adnan Khan

Mr. Niaz Ahmad 

Senior Clerk

Naib Qasid 

MA Islamiat

SSC

BPS-14

BPS-3

 Arts

 Arts

adnankhanudc@uoswabi.edu.pk

PROGRAM OFFERED: Bachelor of Studies (BS) and Master of Philosophy (MPhil) in English.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

For BS:
nd

F.A/F.Sc or equivalent with at least 2  division.

For MPhil:

1.    Relevant Master's degree/ Equivalent degree or 4-years education after intermediate (130 Credit hours), 
nd       with a minimum CGPA 2.5 in Semester System or 2  Division in Annual System.

2.    Candidate must pass Screening Test conducted by the Department by securing at least 60% marks

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

33

INTRODUCTION:

VISION: 

MISSION:

Environment is facing various problems such as climate change, water crisis, land 

degradation, pollution, waste generation, global warming, greenhouse effect, ozone 

layer depletion, deforestation and species extinction. Keeping in view the scope and 

importance of the environment at national and international levels, the University of 

Swabi established the Department of Environmental Sciences in 2017. The 

department ensures the awareness and mass understanding of fundamental processes 

contributing to environmental concerns. The department has launched BS program 

which includes multidisciplinary subjects to ensure sustainable development of 

resources in the country. Fieldwork is an important part of the Environmental 

Sciences degrees. It often includes tours to study the environment, providing the 

opportunity to experience different habitats, climates, land formations and societies. The department provides 

students with quality education that focuses on environmental issues and research that would attract the best 

minds in the country to train, educate and equip them to mitigate these problems.

The Department looks up to promote integrity, research, work on values, sustainable thinking, combat pollution, 

produce sense of responsibility and enhance the ability of students not only to face the emerging challenges but 

also serve the community in a better way.  

Our mission is to enlighten the youngsters with educational power to enable them to lead the society with 

scientific knowledge and technical skills. The department aims to make significant research contribution on the 

most pressing issues at the local and national level in Pakistan.  It also focuses on sustainable uses of “Natural 

Resources” of the area through human resource development.

Dr. Nazish Huma Khan
(Head of the Department)
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PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

      Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Environmental Sciences

 

Eligibility criteria for admission in BS Environmental Sciences program is given as

1. F.Sc or Equivalent 

2. Intermediate (Statistics, Economics, Mathematics, Commerce and Computer Science)

Diploma holder candidates (MLT, ADE etc.) must provide an equivalent certificate from IBCC.

FACULTY & STAFF DETAILS:

Name                         Designation                 

Dr. Nazish Huma Khan Assistant Professor (HOD) 

Dr. ShehlaSattar Assistant Professor

Dr. Nida Gul Assistant Professor 

Ms. Salma Bibi Lecturer 

Mr. Muhammad Abid

Mr. Ihtesham Khan Junior Clerk

Laboratory Attendant

Qualification              

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

MPhil 

BS 

F.Sc

Email                          

humakhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Discipline 

Env. Sciences

Env. Sciences

Env. Sciences

Geo-Env. Sciences

Economics
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

36

INTRODUCTION:

The newly established Department of Geology, University of Swabi is still in its 

early period and is striving hard to emerge as one of the best Geology Department in 

the country. The Department of Geology is striving to emphasize the importance of 

geology in the economic development of the country and realize that many strong 

economies of the world thrive on the mineral and hydrocarbon wealth e.g. Australia, 

Brazil, South Africa and Middle Eastern countries. There is a strong need that the 

department is geared towards a curriculum that would have strong applied side so 

that it produce specialized geologists that would readily be absorbed by the 

industry and would be beneficial to the economy of Pakistan. The Department is 

struggling hard to produce industry oriented technical and skilled graduates who 

will ultimately utilize their capabilities to the optimum level and work for the socio-economic development of the 

state. Highly qualified faculty members are available to produce geologists and to make the department a hub of 

industry oriented and applied geologist. Such approach leads to explore and utilize the natural resources in the 

best possible and environmental friendly way. Currently the department is well equipped with sophisticated 

equipment which include Geochemistry Lab, Petrographic Lab, Printing and Scanning Lab and GIS/RS Lab.

Dr. Laeiq Ahmad
(Head of the Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status Email AddressDiscipline

Dr. Laeiq Ahmad
Assistant

Professor/

HoD 

Ph.D Regular

Economic 

Geology, 

Geochemistry 

and GIS/RS

laeiqgeologist@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Lawangin Sheikh Lecturer Ph.D

Mineralogy, 

Petrology 

and Ore

Deposits

lawangin@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Muhammad Awais Lecturer M.S
Carbonate 

Sedimentology awais.geo@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Bilal Wadood Lecturer M.S
Sedimentlogy 

and Biostratigraphy
bilalwadood@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Noor Taj Khan Lecturer M.S Visiting
Structural 

Geology
noortaj20@gmail.com

Mr. Muhammad Rizwan Lecturer M.S Visiting
Petroleum 
Geology and 
Biostratigraphy

rizwan.pkpk333@gmail.com

Regular

Regular

Regular
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DesignationName Qualification Status Email AddressDiscipline

SATFF DETAILS:

Mr.Rashid Iqbal
Computer 

Operator 
BS Contract rashidiqbal@uoswabi.edu.pk 

Mr. Asghar Khan 
Lab

Attendant
MS BiotechnologyContract

Mr. Farhad Ali Naib Qasid Middle Contract

PROGRAM OFFERED: 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Bachelor of Studies (BS), Master of Studies ( MS) in Geology

BS program: The department accepts students in its BS-Geology program after their Intermediate education 

(F.Sc. pre-engineering or pre-medical) or equivalent of 12-years of education.

MS program: BS (4-Years) or equivalent education in Geology/Earth Sciences/Relevant Subjects with 

minimum 55% marks/ or 2.5 CGPA is recommended for admission in 2-year MS/M.Phil in Geology.

Note: Candidates must have passed GAT (General) conducted by NTS or subject test conducted by University of 

Swabi with at least 60% marks.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

IT



DEPARTMENT OF ISLAMIC AND ARABIC STUDIES 

38

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The department of Islamic and Arabic Studies was established in 2019. Soon after its 

inception, students enrolled in BS, MA and MPhil programs which signifies its 

academic value. The department strives to streamline instructions and research in 

Quran, Sunnah, Fiqh and Arabic language and literature.

Highly qualified faculty of the department is one of its strengths ensuring a sound 

classroom environment, characterized by ethical values. The department has the 

honor to serve the entire university in teaching compulsory subjects of Islamic 

Studies, Islamic history and Arabic language in BS programs.

The department of Islamic and Arabic Studies University of Swabi strongly 

believes in diversity and pluralism. The golden principles of equality, no discrimination on the basis of sex, 

colour, religion and ethnicity shall always lead the department towards its destination. The teaching of the holy 

Quran, Sunnah and Fiqh shall be implemented with their soul and spirit. The department shall dissipate the 

tradition of research with integrity and tolerance.

A wide range of knowledge, considerable insight and care in interpretation all are vital for studying Islam. The 
department offers BS program that would obviously provide the students with an opportunity to gain 
comprehensive and in-depth knowledge of Islam in both historical and modern contexts. The dedicated faculty of 
the department focuses on achieving excellence in Islamic education and research and contributing to the 
intellectual, cultural and social development of the society.

Dr. Syed Syar Ali Shah
(Head of the Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status Email AddressDiscipline

Dr. Syed Syar 
Ali Shah

Head of 
the Department

PhD Regular
Islamic & 

Arabic Studies
syaralishah@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Fahmeeda Lecturer PhD Contract
Islamic 
Studies

fahmeedaabrar3@gmail.com

Lecturer PhD Contract
Islamic 
Studies

Dr.Muhammad
Israr Khan

israrhasher295@gmail.com

Islamic & 
Arabic Studies

Lecturer PhD ContractDr. Yaseen Akbar dr.yaseen12@gmail.com

Lecturer PhD Contract
Islamic 
Studies

Mr.MuhammadQasim qasimjunaidi2014@gmail.com

Islamic & 
Arabic Studies

Lecturer ContractMs.HaseebaMumtaz
PhD 

Scholar
emaan02020@gmail.com

Islamic & 
Arabic Studies

Lecturer PhD ContractDr. Yaseen Akbar dr.yaseen12@gmail.com
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PROGRAMS OFFERED: 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Islamic Studies, Diploma in Arabic language

 

The admission and eligibility criteria for BS in Islamic Studies (04 Years/08 Semesters) Program will be 

FA / FSC / ShahadathulKhassa (        ) from any Islamic Board recognized by government of Pakistan or 

equivalent certificate from any government recognized institute with 45 % of marks obtained.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

The Department of Journalism & Mass Communication is the perfect place to 

develop your creative skills, with events throughout the year. We are able to build 

exciting links with industry and help our graduates to find work placements. 

Currently, we are offering BS in Journalism & Mass Communication. The Bachelors 

program is spread over eight semesters (4 years). This degree is planned to assist 

students to explore all aspects of the complex field of visual communication and to 

develop a personal creative vision. Graduates are trained in both traditional and 

computational skills of presentation. Our experienced teaching staff is here to 

support you to prepare a portfolio that will make you stand out. 

Our mission is to produce graduates with knowledge in Journalism and Mass Communication, preparing them to 

be leaders in these fields and to provide conducive environment for learning through modern techniques of 

teaching, practical work and applied knowledge of Journalism and Mass Media production, to help individuals 

become change agents.

Ms. Mehnaz Begum
(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status Email AddressDiscipline

Ms. Mehnaz Begus HoD M.Phil Regular Education mehnaz.education@yahoo.com

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor  of  Studies (BS) in Journalism and Mass Communication.

Intermediate (FA, FSc) with at least 45% marks from a recognized institution or A-Levels (22 Points) with 

Equivalency Certificate from Inter Board Committee of Chairmen (IBCC) Islamabad or an equivalent certificate 

from a recognized institution are eligible to apply. Candidates are required to qualify entry test/ interview 

conducted by the University of Swabi.

Mr. Arshad Ali Lecturer MS Visiting
Journalism & 

Mass

Communication

arshadali@uoswabi.edu.pk

Lecturer MS VisitingMr. Faisal Shahzad faisalshahzad@uoswabi.edu.pk
Journalism & 

Mass

Communication

Lab Attendant DAE Contract Civil mw664525@gmail.com
Mr. Muhammad 

Waseem

BA Regular ArtsMr. Adnan Khan KPO adnankhan3343@gmail.com
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF LAW

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION: 

The department of Law, University of Swabi, established in 2016, is a seat of learning 

of Law committed to empower its students with quality Law education, providing 

state of-the-art facilities including learned faculty, library, computer lab and court 

room etc. The department aims to produce professionally competent individuals well 

versed in Law. The students are taught HEC approved curriculum. At the present, the 

department offers LL.B (5 years) only and aims to start LLM soon.

To be a seat of learning Law committed to empower its students with quality law 

education and research skills.

The department aims to produce professionally competent individuals well versed in Law, research and advocacy 

skills.

Dr. Usman Quddus
 (Head of the Department)
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FACULTY & STAFF DETAILS:

S.
No 

Name of Faculty 
Member 

Designation Qualification 

 Dr. Usman Quddus 
Head of Department  
Assistant Professor 

PhD in Law International Islamic University Islamabad 
 
LLM (Corporate Law) International Islamic University  

Islamabad 

LLB International Islamic 

University Islamabad  
B.A GC Lahore 

 Mr. Zabeeh Ullah Visiting Faculty  
LLM Islamic Commercial Law, 
International Islamic University 
Islamabad 

LLB Hazara University 

 
Mr. Muhammad 
IbrarullahQureshi 

Visiting Lecturer 
Mansehra 
LLM (in Progress) International 
Islamic University Islamabad 

1

2

3
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S.
No 

Name of Faculty 
Member 

Designation Qualification 

Ms. Humaira Meer Visiting Faculty 

LL.B (Hons) from AWKUM  
LL.M Human Rights 
fromInternational Islamic 
University Islamabad 

Junaid Khan  
Dealing Assistant/ 
Senior Clerk  

Master  in Islamiat from 
AWKUM 

Muhammad 
Danish 

Library Attendant F.Sc 

Muhammad 
Tayyeb 

NiabQasid F.A  

 Mr. Adnan Nisar Lecturer 

LLB (Gold Medalist) 
Department of Law, Hazara 
University. 
 

4

8

9

10

11

 
Mr. Sultan 
Shehryar Research Associate  5

LLB, LLM International Islamic 
University Islamabad  

Mr. AbdurRehman Visiting Faculty 
LLM International Islamic 
University Islamabad 6

Ms. KainatBibi Visiting Faculty 7

LLB (Hons) Shariah and Law from International Islamic  
University Islamabad 
LLM International Trade Law from International Islamic  
University Islamabad 

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 

 Bachelor of Laws (LLB 5 years)

ndF.A/ F.Sc or  Equivalent with at least 2  division and LAT Test 
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

Seminar on Legal Research 

International Moot Court Competition 
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rd3  Board of Studies 

Visit to Federal Judicial Academy 



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

INTRODUCTION:

VISION: 

MISSION:

The Department of Mathematics was established in 2017. The department 

currently offers two degree programs i.e. BS and MS in mathematics. 

To take steps as a leader in the advancement of Mathematics and 
endorsement of science and technology in both public and private sector 
Universities in the region.

The mission of department of Mathematics is to provide excellent 
teaching and perform quality research. Not only this but also to produce 
best graduates who will play leading roles in their professional life. Our 
students will be selected on purely merit. 

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Syed Azhar Ali Shah
(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Status Email AddressDiscipline

Dr. Syed Azhar 

Ali Shah
Lecturer Ph.D Regular

Mathematical 

Biology
azhar@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Muhammad Ahsan Lecturer Ph.D Regular
Computional 

Applied 

Mathematics

ahsankog@uoswabi.edu.pk

Lecturer Regular
Mathematical 

Biology
Mr. Naveed Khan MS naveedkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Imtiaz Ahmad
Assistant 
Professor

Ph.D
Fixed 
pay

Numerical 
Simulation

imtiazkakakhil@gmail.com

Mr. Nadeem Nawaz
Senior 

Clerk
Master Regular nadeemnawaz@uoswabi.edu.pk

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

BS in Mathematics/AD in Mathematics.

 Bachelor of Studies (BS), Master of Studies (MS) in Mathematics

       1. F.A/F.Sc with Mathematics, at least 45% Marks.

2. Any other examination of a Foreign University / Institution / Examining Body, equivalent to 

Intermediate with Mathematics. Equivalence and percentage of marks will be determined by IBCC.

      3.    Diploma of Associate Engineering Examination, securing at least 45% marks in aggregate
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MS in Mathematics 

(i) The applicants must have completed 4-year BS (Mathematics) with CGPA 2.5 out of 4.0, from 

HEC recognized University/ Institute;

(ii) The applicants must have completed MSc in Mathematics with at least 2nd Division/ 2.5 CGPA 

out of 4 / or equivalent grade, from HEC recognized University/ Institute.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

Welcome party at Department of Mathematics

Annual Sports Gala 2022



DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The Department of Management Sciences is one of the largest Departments in 

University of Swabi with vibrant, innovative, forward-looking approach and home 

to around 400 students. Based in the flagship building at the main entrance to the 

University, the Department offers a range of programs covering the core areas of 

Finance, Human Resource Management and Marketing. 

To establish as a world-class business school acclaiming distinction for 

innovative and dynamic entrepreneurial approach to knowledge based 

business education leading to a better society under-pinned by conscious 

sense of social responsibility.

 
To develop business leaders by providing conducive environment for learning innovative ways to bring 

practical solutions of the industrial challenges and opportunities faced by business organizations at 

national and international level.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Said Shah

(Head of the Department)

FACULTY DETAILS:

Email Address# DesignationName Qualification Status
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Dr. Abrar Ullah Lecturer 
(Marketing) 

Regular  

 

abrar.ullah@uoswabi.edu.pk

  

saidshah64@yahoo.com  

Dr. Faisal Khan (HRM) 
Regular   

Arif 

Dr. Muhammad 
Regular  

faisalkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

  

dr.arif@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Said Shah 
Assistant 
Professor 

PhD
(Finance) Regular  

 

1

2

3

4

PhDAssistant 
Professor 

PhD
(Finance)

Assistant 
Professor 

PhD
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      BBA (Hons)

      MBA (2-Years) (Candidates having Business Background)

Entry/ Admission Requirements

nd
FA/FSc. or equivalent with at least 2  division (45% marks).

a) BBA (HONS)/M.Com/BS in Business Administration related subjects or Equivalent 16 years of business 

education with minimum of 2.5 (out of 4.0 CGPA) in semester system and 45% marks in annual system.

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

   Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA Hons), Master of Business

Administration (MBA 2-Years), Master of Studies (MS), Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Management

Science 

Lecturer sufyan@uoswabi.edu.pk

 

Regular  

 

(Marketing) 
Dr. Muhammad 

Sufyan 
7

PhD

Email Address# DesignationName

asif@uoswabi.edu.pk
 

Status

 

Regular

Qualification

Asifmarwat321@gmail.com

  

Lecturer (Finance)
PhDDr. Muhammad 

Asif Khan 

Lecturer Regular 
 MS major in 

Finance 

Mr. Muhammad 
Asif Ali 

urooj@uoswabi.edu.pk
  

Regular 
 

Lecturer  
Mrs. Syeda Urooj 

Babar 

MS major in 

HRM 

Mr. Fahad Shakeel Lecturer  
NA Regular  

 PhD in progrss 

in HRM 
(study leave) 

Mr. Sajid Khan 
Research 

Associate 
MSc (Sta tistics) 

 
sajidKhan@uoswabi.edu.pk
 

Mr. Zubair Mustafa 
Research 

Associate 

PhD in Progress 

(Study Leave) 
Regular 

 

MZMustafa@uoswabi.edu.pk
 

Regular Mr. Zeeshan Khan Lecturer  zeeshan.Khan@uoswabi.edu.pk

 
MS major in 

HRM 

qazimazhar@uoswabi.edu.pk
 

Regular  
Mr. Qazi Mazhar 

Hussain 

MS major in 

HRM 

 

Associate 

Research 

Regular  

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13
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b) Candidates must pass screening test conducted by the department by securing at least 60% marks or 50% 

marks in GAT (General). 

a) BSCS (4 years), MBBS, MA, MSc, or equivalent qualification with CGPA 2.50 out of 4.00 under 

semester system or 60% marks under annual system or as per HEC criteria.

a) BBA (HONS)/M.Com/BS in Business Administration related subjects or Equivalent 16 years of business 

education with minimum of 2.5(out of 4.0 CGPA)in semester system and 45% marks in annual system or 

as per HEC criteria.

b) Candidates must pass screening test conducted by the department by securing at least 60% marks or 50% 

marks in GAT (General) or as per HEC criteria. 

a) Candidates having relevant MS/M.Phil./Equivalent degree or 18 years of education with a CGPA of 3.0 
st

out of 4.0 in the semester system or 1  division in annual system can apply or as per HEC criteria.

b) Candidates must pass GAT (Subject) by securing 60% marks or screening test conducted by the 

department by securing at least 70% marks or as per HEC criteria.

             MBA (2-Years) (Candidates having Non-Business Background)

             MS (Management Sciences)

             Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

            Entry/ admission requirements

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

52

INTRODUCTION: 

VISION:

MISSION:

The department envisions educating students by offering excellence at graduate and 

postgraduate levels, enabling them to achieve fulfilling careers.

 The department sees its potential clientele as students who will be:

  § Interested in careers in the field of science, laboratories and research, 

§ Equipped with critical thinking ability in the field of Microbiology.

The department is an International Research platform for environmental, cellular 

and molecular microbiology. The department will strive to achieve and maintain an 

international leadership position in microbiology.

 The department is dedicated to the university's vision of achieving national 

distinction while strengthening local relevance. This vision is enunciated and 

dedicated to the following three goals.  

§ Execute high quality programs. We will maximize the students' abilities to pursue their goals, by being 

responsible and globally aware life-long learners. To include under-served groups, we will recruit and 

foster retention of a diverse student population. 

§ Foster nationally competitive basic and applied research, which provides a training ground for students, 

stimulates economic development and enhances the body of scientific knowledge.

§ Serve the university and its stakeholders by providing expertise.

The mission of the Department is to provide a quality education across a broad spectrum of biosciences fields, 

and to carry out competitive research in scientific areas that reflect faculty interests and overall institutional 

concerns. Woven through the curricula of professional preparatory work that develops the written and oral 

communication skills of students, the programs offered at the Department promote their ability to apply the 

scientific method in experimental and comparative contexts. The core of this mission is to identify areas that are 

unique and appealing for student enrolment growth, of strategic importance to the University, and leverage 

microbiology's unique disciplinary position leading to new strategic directions.

FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS: 

Email AddressDesignationName Qualification Status Discipline  

Dr. Johar Jamil  A.P Ph.D TTS Microbiology Johar.jamil@uoswabi.edu.pk 

 Dr. Muhamad 
Farooq  A.P Ph.D TTS Microbiology mfarooq@uoswabi.edu.pk 

muhammad@uoswabi.edu.pkBiotechnologyBPS MSLecturer Mr. Muhammad  
 

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Johar Jamil

(Head of the Department)



Email AddressDesignationName Qualification Status Discipline  

Miss. Kalsoom 
Wazir  

Lecturer MS BPS Microbiology kalsoomwazir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Hayat Khan  A.P Ph.D Visiting  
Virology and 
Immunology  

hayatkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Miss. 
MisbahAmjad Lecturer MS Visiting  misbah.shah73@yahoo.com

  
Microbiology 

and 
Immunology  

 

Mr. Kashif Khan  
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 Computer 
Operator  

BS (IT) Contract 
Information 
Technology  

kashif_k19@hotmail.com 

Miss. Farzana 
Abad  

Lab Assitant Msc Contract Zoology  farimalik876@gmail.com  

Mr. Ihtisham 
Hussain  

Lab 
Attendant  

Masters  Contract MA Pashto  itishambbk2017@gmail.com 

Mr. Ubair-Ur-
Rehman 

N/Q Masters  Contract 
MA 

Economics  
ubaidurrehmanaa@gmail.com 

PROGRAMS OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

     BS (Honors):

MPhil:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) Master of Philosophy (MPhil) in Microbiology 

 F.Sc (Pre-Medical) or Equivalent or Diploma in MLT (having equivalency from 
nd

     IBCC) with at least 2  Division (45%) m arks.

      Relevant Master's degree/ equivalent degree or 04 years education after intermediate (130 
nd

     Credit hours), with a minimum CGPA of 2.5 in semester system or 2  division in annual system.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY

55

INTRODUCTION: 

The Department of Pharmacy, established in 2011, is one of the flagship departments 

of the University of Swabi. The department is following the approved curriculum 

and annual-based guidelines of the Pharmacy Council of Pakistan (PCP) and the 

Higher Education Commission (HEC), Pakistan. The Department has a very 

impressive teacher-student ratio (1:10) in accordance with the recommendations of 

the PCP. Our spacious three-storey purpose-built building occupies a total covered 

area of more than 40,000 sq. ft, with green lawns/gardens at its front. 

The building has well-equipped laboratories, purpose-built animal 

house, a library, common rooms and faculty offices. In future, the 

department aims to become the Faculty of Pharmacy, comprising five 

teaching and research departments with scientifically equipped laboratories, namely Pharmaceutics, Pharmacy 

Practice, Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and Pharmacognosy. The Pharm-D (5-year) program was 

recognized by the Pharmacy Council of Pakistan in 2019.  Postgraduate programs (MPhil/ PhD) are also offered 

since 2013. 

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
 Dr. Syed M. Mukarram Shah

(Head of the Department)

Department of Pharmacy, University of Swabi



VISION:

MISSION:

To be one of the most prestigious Pharmacy institutes, enjoying national and international recognition for its 
quality education and community service.

We, at the Department of Pharmacy, are committed to produce professionally competent, legally qualified and 
socially responsible Pharmacy graduates and scholars through world-class education, training and innovation.

# Name Designation Qualification Subject  Email
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1 

Dr. M. Junaid Professor  PhD Clinical Pharmacy
 

drjunaid@uoswabi.edu.pk 2 

4 
Dr.Waqar 
Ahmad Kaleem 

Assoc. Prof. PhD 
Medicinal 
Chemistry 

drWaqar@uoswabi.edu.pk 

5 Assoc. Prof. PhD Pharmacology-I dr.naveedullah@uoswabi.edu.pk

lateef.ahmad@uoswabi.edu.pk 6 Asst. Prof. PhD 
Ahmad 
Dr.Lateef 

PQM 
Instrumentation/ 

Dr. Muhammad 

mukaramshah@uoswabi.edu.pk Dr. Syed M. 
Mukarram Shah  

Professor & 
Chairman  

PhD PQM/Pharmacology 

3 Dr.Abad Khan  Assoc. Prof. PhD 
Clinical 
Pharmacy-II 

drAbadKhan@uoswabi.edu.pk  

IjazKhattak@uoswabi.edu.pk 10 Ijaz Khan Asst. Prof. PhD 
Industrial 
Pharmacy 

ismailkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk11 
Dr. Muhammad 
Ismail  

Asst. Prof. PhD 
-Pharma

technology 

ishfaq@uoswabi.edu.pk12 
Dr. Ashfaq 
Ahmad 

Asst. Prof. PhD Biochemistry 

13 Dr. Anwar Zeb Asst. Prof. PhD Pharmacognosy-I zebrph@gmail.com 

14 Dr.Fida Hussain Lecturer PhD fidaHussain@uoswabi.edu.pk 
Immunology 

Microbio logy & 

15 Mr.Saqib Jahan Lecturer M.Phil saqibJahan@uoswabi.edu.pk 
Pharmacognosy-II 

Anatomy/ 

16 Lecturer M.Phil abdulmateen@uoswabi.edu.pk 
Mateen  
Mr. Abdul 

Dispensing 
Pharmaceutics-II/ 

17 
Mr. Muhammad 
Sohail Anwar 

Lecturer M.Phil 

Pathology/ 
Forensic 

Pharmacy  
sohailanwar@uoswabi.edu.pk 

18 Lecturer M.Phil Pharmaceutics-I faheem@uoswabi.edu.pk 

Organic 
Faheem  
Mr. Muhammad 

19 
Miss. Bushara 
Waheed  

Lecturer M.Phil 
Chemistry/ 

Pharmacognosy 
busharawaheed@uoswabi.edu.pk

Ullah 
Dr. Naveed 

Ihsanmkd@uoswabi.edu.pk Pharmacology-  7 Dr. Ihsan Ullah Asst. Prof. PhD 

uzair@uoswabi.edu.pk 8 Dr. Syed Uzair 
Ali Shah  Asst. Prof. PhD Physiology 

drimran.khan@uoswabi.edu.pk 9 Dr. Imran Khan  Asst. Prof. PhD Clinical Pharmacy 
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STAFF DETAILS: 

S.No Name Designation Qualification  

1 Mr. Ghulam Asghar Senior Clerk  Master  asghar@uoswabi.edu.pk
 

2 Mr. Nasrullah Khan Lab Assistant Master  nasrullah@uoswabi.edu.pk 

3 Mr. Nigar Muhammad Lab Attendant FA  nigar@uoswabi.edu.pk 

4 Mr. Farhad Ali  Lab Attendant  FA farhad0348905@gmail.com 

5 Mr. Danyal Khan Lab Attendant  BA danyalsamandar@gmail.com 

6 Mr. Nabeel Ahmad Lab Attendant  FA nabeel@uoswabi.edu.pk 

7 Mr. Abdul Wahid  N/Q SSC  Nil 

8 Mr. M.Shehzad  N/Q SSC Nil 

PROGRAMS OFFERED:  Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm-D 5years), Master of Philosophy (Mphil),
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Pharmacy 

  

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:  

 

Email 

 

  PhD 

 

 
 
 

MPhil 

 
Pharm-D 

 F.Sc (Pre Medical) or Equivalent with 1st Division (Priority 1),  
 B.Sc (Biological Sciences) with 1st division (limited seats, priority 2)  

Relevant Masters/equivalent degree (at least sixteen years of relevant schooling or 
at least 4 years relevant education after HSSC/F.Sc/Grade 12 or equivalent). 
Qualified the GAT (General) conducted by the National Testing Service with 
minimum of 50% cumulative score OR 60% score in University/ departmental test 
at the time of admission in M.Phil program.  
The candidates should have:

nd Obtained at least 2 division in annual system of examination and 2.50 (on the scale 
of 4) CGPA in BS (4-years) in semester system examination, from an HEC 
recognized university/institute.

rd    No 3  division in the entire academic career. 

MS/MPhil Degree (at least 18 years of education) in the relevant subject with a 

minimum CGPA of 3.00 (on the scale of 4) in semester system of at least 30 credit 
sthours or 1  division in annual system, from an HEC recognized university/institute.

rdNo 3  division in the entire academic career. 

The candidates should have qualified the GAT (Subject) conducted by the 

National Testing Service with a minimum of 60% cumulative score (OR) 70% 

score in University/ departmental test at the time of admission in PhD program.  
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

INTRODUCTION:

The Department of Physics was established in 2017. The efforts are being made to 

provide conducive environment for academic activities. The teaching staff is busy 

with full enthusiasm to improve the quality of teaching and research in order to 

foster the perception level of our students internationally. Currently the department 

of physics offers BS Physics Program, while the MS and PhD programs will be 

offered in the near future.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Syed Sheraz Ahmad
(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS:

DesignationName Qualification Email Address

Dr. Syed Sheraz Ahmad 
Assistant 

Professor& HOD
PhD syedshiraz@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Safdar Ali PhD dr.safar@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Imran Zada PhD Imranzada99@gmail.com

Dr. InamUllah Visiting Lecturer PhD

Ms. Nazish Visiting Lecturer M.Phil knazish913@gmail.com

Junaid Khan Junior Clerk  B.A jk488483@gmail.com

ZakirUllah NaibQasid B.A

Visiting Lecturer 

Visiting Lecturer 

Rooh-ul-Amin Lab Attendant B.A ----

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Physics

F.Sc (Pre-Engineering /Computer Science /Pre-Medical) or Three years Diploma of Associate Engineering 

(DAE) from Technical Board with at least 45% marks. For the DAE students provision of F.Sc equivalence 

certificate from IBCC is mandatory or Associate Degree in Science (Physics) with CGPA 2.5 out of 4.00 for 

thadmission in 5  Semester. 
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES: 
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DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Alamgir Khan

(Head of the Department)
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Department of Political Science is a new department established in October, 2019. 

Before its establishment as a separate department it operated under the umbrella of 

the Department of Peace and Conflict Studies. The establishment of the 

department of Political Science is a commendable step of the university 

administration for the uplift of the Study of Social Sciences in the University. 

Political Science is one of the core Social Science subjects; it helps us understand 

the complex national as well as international political structure which has a direct 

or indirect effect on individual's life. In addition, it studies political culture, 

political relations, political ideologies and various socio-political concepts 

having impacts on daily life.

The department of Political Science is working hard to fulfill its 

responsibilities towards the students and the society at large. In this 

connection the department has organized various seminars and conference highlighting social and political 

issues. 

    

The department envisions producing sound minds for the betterment of the society. The department also 

envisions interaction with the society for understanding and providing solutions to socio-political problems. 

As a social science subject, the department of Political Science has dual responsibility. It is responsible for 

producing sound individuals with good civic sense having an understanding of the socio-political realities 

around us and it is also responsible to the society at large for promoting awareness regarding various issues. In 

this connection, the department has organized various activities for the benefit of students and the awareness of 

the society.

The department of Political Science believes in the indispensability of the study of social sciences for the uplift 

of society. An educated, aware, and politically mobile citizenry is one of the essential ingredients for the 

integration and development of any state. We believe that the department of Political Science, University of 

Swabi will contribute towards the awareness of the society not only through its students but also through direct 

interaction and will thus contribute towards the achievement of these goals. 

VISION:

MISSION:

INTRODUCTION :
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FACULTY AND SATFF DETAILS:

DesignationName Email AddressStatusQualification Discipline

RegularDr. Alamgir Khan
Lecturer

/HOD
Ph.D Political 

Science 

Political 

Science
alamgir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Faraz Ali Lecturer
M.Phil. Political 

Science  
Regular

Political 

Science
faraz@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Sajid Hussain
Assistant 

Professor

Ph.D. Political 

Science
Contract

Political 

Science
drsajid@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Shahab Ali Lecturer Visiting 
M.Phil. Political 

Science  

Political 

Science
shaabikhan101@gmail.com

Mr Sardar Ali Lecturer
M.A Political 

Science
Visiting

Political 

Science

Mr Ijaz Khan Lecturer
M.A Political 

Science
Visiting

Political 

Science

Abid Ullah Assistant MA IR Regular

Abdullah Naib Qasid

Shahid Khan Naib Qasid Matric Contract

Political 

Science

Political 

Science

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Political Science 

Intermediate with at least 45% Marks from a recognized institution Or A level(22 points) with equivalency

 certificate from Inter Board Committee of Chairman (IBCC), Islamabad or an equivalence certificate from

 a recognized institution are eligible to apply.

Candidates are required to pass Entry test/ Interview conducted by the University.
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

Visit to National Assembly, Pakistan 

Students visit to central library 
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Seminar on Current Afghanistan Issue was organized by the Department of Political Science on June 7, 2022. The 

guest speakers were Dr. Syed Akhtar Ali Shah (Ex  IGP KP Police and former Secretary Home and Tribal Affairs) 

and Dr. Aamir Raza, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Peshawar. 

Dr. Alamgir Khan (HoD Political Science with guest speaker Dr. Syed Akhtar Ali Shah).



DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

Department of Psychology focuses on theoretical orientation and research training 

of students. The department currently offers BS degrees in psychology. 

Undergraduate study in psychology provides a sound basis for later professional 

graduate training on the MS or PhD level in psychology. The psychology major may 

also provide important intellectual tools for those considering careers in 

management, law, education, social work, public relations, and health-related 

professions.                                                                               

Our vision is to develop the knowledge, understanding, appreciation, 

discipline, and skills that enable the students to function personally, 

professionally and socially as a responsible citizens. 

The mission of the psychology department is to support the University and the larger community by providing a 

diverse, dynamic, and personalized learning environment and experience that inspire students achievement, 

foster academic excellence, instils ethics and values, promote service, and facilitate lifelong learning.

These are achieved through lectures, readings, research, laboratory experiences, writing assignments, 

discussions, service, and other personal and professional academic and scholarly activities.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Aman Ullah

(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY  DETAILS: 

Mr.Abdus Salam Lecturer MS in Psychology Visiting Lecturer  

Mr. Imtiaz Ali Lecturer MS in Psychology Visiting Lecturer  

Mr. Omar Zeb Khan Lecturer MS in Psychology Visiting Lecturer  

Ms. Maryam  Lecturer MS in Psychology Visiting Lecturer  

Ms. SuniaKalsoom Lecturer MS in Psychology Visiting Lecturer  

S.No Name of Faculty Designation Qualification Status 

1 Dr. Aman Ullah Lecturer PhD in Sociology Regular

2

3

4

5

7



PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Psychology

FA/FSc with 45% marks 
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF PEACE & CONFLICT STUDIES

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies is a new discipline that was introduced to 

understand the reasons of conflict, methods of resolving them and realizing the 

dream of everlasting peace. Though the subject is new but its substance is as old 

as time itself. Conflict and its resolution has always been part of human history. 

Study of war and peace was considered the domain of Political Science, 

International Relations and a comparatively recent discipline: Defense and 

Strategic Studies.However, over the past decade, the urge for violence and 

resulting conflicts has reached new dimensions and forms, particularly in 

our country and region. This sudden increase in violence and change in the 

dynamics of conflicts compelled the academia to re-consider the issue. 

War is no more a domain of states, neither is it necessarily fought on 

borders. The emergence of non-state actors and proxies has brought war to 

the streets. There is no doubt in the fact that a phenomenon which affects millions of people, directly and 

indirectly, needs a separate discipline. Only a new discipline wholly dedicated to conflict and its resolution 

can enable us to understand, comprehend and resolve conflict.

The Mission of the Department of Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies is to provide an opportunity to the 

students to understand peace as multifaceted phenomena for transforming human relations while creating 

peaceful world. The department will impart knowledge to understand the very nature of conflict and its 

various dimensions and the levels of conflict resolution students to help them. Understanding the importance 

of peace and mechanisms of resolution will help to minimize the chances of conflict and will pave the way for 

durable peace.

The department furthers aims to inculcate civic sense in the students in particular and the society in general. 

This will help them understand the democratic process and its various procedures. Comprehension of the 

democratic process will ultimately lead to tolerance and inclusive system of governance and thus to peace.

 

The Department of Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies is imparting basic academic and research skills in 

Pakistan to young graduates in the fields of peace, conflict and dispute resolution. The Department is one of 

the main institutes in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to enhance the capabilities of mid-career professionals and 

young graduates in the realm of peace building, peacemaking and social cohesion both on the provincial and 

national level.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Alamgir Khan

(Head of the Department)
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PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

  Bachelor of Studies (BS)  in Peace and Conflict Studies 

Intermediate with at least 45% Marks from a recognized institution or A level (22 points) with equivalency 

certificate from Inter Board Committee of Chairman (IBCC), Islamabad or an equivalence certificate from a 

recognized institution are eligible to apply.

FACULTY AND SATFF DETAILS:

DesignationName Email AddressStatusQualification Discipline

RegularDr. Alamgir Khan
Lecturer

/HOD
Ph.D Political 

Science 

Political 

Science
alamgir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Fahad khan Lecturer M.Sc. I.R, Regular PCS fahad@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Ilam Khan
Assistant 
Professor

IPFP purchase

Aslam Khan Lecturer
MS Asian 

Studies
Regular PCS aslamkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Kamran Aziz Lecturer
M.Phil 

Pakistan Studies
Regular PCS kamran@uoswabi.edu.pk

Adil Yousaf Lecturer M.Phil
Visiting 
Lecturer

PCS

Sarim Akram Bacha Lecturer M.Phil PCS
Visiting 
Lecturer

Inayat-ur-Rehman Lecturer M.Phil PCS Visiting 
Lecturer

PCS inayatqau@gmail.com

PhD
International

Relations

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION:

MISSION 

The Department of Sociology is committed to impart high quality sociological 

education to student to enable them to contribute to the social development of 

society by utilizing sociological insight, theories, knowledge and skills. The 

fundamental goal of the Department is to provide conceptual resources and 

perspectives to equip students with professional skills and knowledge in the sphere 

of sociology and to address the socio-economic and crucial issues by employing 

special sociological expertise.

The Department of Sociology is enriched with well-versed academic faculty. 

With an experienced faculty and high class facilities of library, the highly 

conducive environment of learning in department would enable the university 

to produce graduates possessing professional competence in various fields of 

sociology along with humanistic, moral and problem solving qualities. 

Seminars and workshops are considered necessary for gaining maturity in sociological knowledge and are 

organized frequently. Teaching methods involves assimilation of lectures and groups discussion, and 

presentations using audio visual media in classroom. 

Research is the basic hallmark of the Department of Sociology. Apart from strong training in sociological theory, 

research activities are made obligatory for Master's and BS student to make them skilled in the translation of 

sociological research investigations into practical research design. Students are given exposure to community 

engagement activities in various areas in the form of field work, as a compulsory part of their program.

It is hoped that through discussions, training and the exploration of sociological concepts and themes, students 

will acquire interpersonal skills and confidence to become active citizen and active participants at various 

societal levels.

1. To accommodate students aspiring to pursue comprehensive and innovative degrees in Sociology.

2. To arouse students' enthusiasm for knowledge in various theoretical, methodological and practical 

aspects of the discipline of sociology.

3. To create awareness and understanding of the social causes and consequences of human behavior in 

groups, including organizations, societies, and various cultures.

4. To impart high quality sociological education to enable them to contribute in the social development by 

utilizing sociological insight, theories, knowledge and skills.

5. To promote quality sociological research to enable student to translate research investigations into 

practical research design for output generation that will enhance understanding of social phenomena.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr. Aman Ullah

(Head of the Department)
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VISION

1. To provide conceptual resources and perspectives to equip students with professional skills and 

knowledge in the sphere of sociology to address social problems and crucial issues by employing special 

sociological expertise.

2. To create awareness about how public perception can shape government policy and how social 

institutions in turn can influence people's lives

3. To provide strong support to the government and non-government organizations to involved in various 

activities of the development and improvement of the society in the Swabi region in particular and other 

areas of Khyber Pukhtoonkhwa in general.

4. Displaying an understanding of and appreciation for cultural diversity and different ethnic, religious, 

racial, economic backgrounds, and sexual identities; and to share the importance of respect for the 

dignity of all humankind..

5. To produce high quality and highly trained sociologists that are committed to pursuit of excellence, 

and are endowed with vision, and dedication to play dynamic role in the social development through 

a better understanding of the needs of the people.
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FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS: 

S.No Name of Faculty Designation Qualification Status 

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS)  in Sociology

FA/FSc with 45% marks 

8

7

Mr. Irfan Ahmad Lecturer MPhil in Sociology Visiting Lecturer  

5

Mr. Mushtaq Ahmed Lecturer MPhil in Sociology Visiting Lecturer  

4

Dr. Nayab Ali Lecturer PhD in Rural Sociology Visiting Lecturer  

3

Dr. Liqat Ali Assistant Professor PhD in Public Policy Contract  

2

Miss Hina Ashraf Lecturer Mphil in Sociology 

Dr. Abdul Majid Lecturer PhD in Sociology

1 Dr. Aman Ullah Lecturer PhD in Sociology Regular

Regular

Regular
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM & HOTEL MANAGEMENT 

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

The department of tourism & hotel management was established in 2017.The 

efforts are being made to provide skills-based education to cover the gap between 

the academia and industry, & also to overcome the unemployment situation in 

Pakistan. The department will train the students in liaison with stakeholders in the 

market as well as in the related government departments. 

Tourism is one of the world's biggest industries and has a significant impact on 

economy & the image of country. The tourism & hospitality industry is changing at a 

rapid pace and consists of these main components: accommodation, transport, 

attractions, and travel. Studying tourism & hotel management at University of 

Swabi will build the knowledge and experience needed to succeed in this 

exciting and rapidly growing industry. 

To become a model of excellence in community-focused tourism/hospitality and provide a platform that 

develops future leaders in the field of tourism and hospitality management.

The department of tourism and hospitality is keen on imparting quality education and providing premier 

educational environment to its students through modernized curriculum, industry-based learning, dynamic 

environment and community-focused approach in tourism and hospitality industry, which is one of the highest 

and the fastest growing industry in the world

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
 Dr. Abrar Ullah

(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY DETAILS: 

Name Designation Qualification Status 

PROGRAM OFFERED: 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Tourism and Hotel Management 

nd
F.A/F.Sc or equivalent with at least 2  division.

Discipline Email Adress

Dr. Abrar Ullah Lecturer PhD Regular HOD abrar.ullah@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Sareer Ahmad
Lecturer 
(Visiting) MS Visiting

Tourism 
Management

sareer@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Asad Khan
Lecturer 
(Visiting) MS Visiting

Tourism 
Management

asadkhan@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Danish Ali danish@uoswabi.edu.pk
Lecturer 
(Visiting) MS Visiting

Tourism 
Management
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF URDU 

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION: 

Department of Urdu was established in 2018. Since its inauguration, the 

Department has played an important role in establishing relevant specializations 

such as inter-disciplinary courses like Arabic and Persian etc. 

The current scheme of studies has many unique features which illustrate both; the 

traditional and modern models for linguistic study. All Courses for BS and MA 

programs are designed to fulfil the requirements set by the Higher Education 

Commission (HEC) of Pakistan for the above-mentioned programs. The 

courses include; Research, Criticism, Linguistics, Comparative Literature, 

Iqbal studies Poetic Genres and Prose Genres etc.

The academic curriculum of advanced courses is supplemented by numerous 

seminars on comparative literature , inter-culturals, linguistics, translation and philosophy etc. 

various Urdu literature programs, conferences, special lectures 

The scheme of studies for B.S program is designed in such a way that it may cater to the needs of prospective 

researchers in this vital national discipline. Urdu is in need to have a new generation of young enthusiastic 

scholars and researchers to make their contributions to keep developing Urdu as a language. The present global 

surge in linguistic studies is a challenge that Urdu scholars need to meet with scientific research. The history of 

the developed nations who have made a mark in the fields of science and technology is witness to the fact that 

without developing their national language a nation cannot make such progress. Therefore, vision of the 

department of  Urdu is to enable the students not only to keep pace with the changes taking place in the field of 

knowledge but also to become contributors to it.

The mission of Department of Urdu is to instil in the students a spirit of critical inquiry, to sensitization and 

aestheticism.  To enable the students to become leaders of positive change in the society. As the study of literature 

is no longer leisure and pleasure activity, so, the students are encouraged and motivated to use their critical 

potential to study literature in its true intellectual sense.

The Department 

is focused to organize and other literary events at 

the national and international level.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Dr.Tahseen Bibi

(Head of the Department)
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FACULTY AND STAFF DETAILS: 

PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS) in Urdu

nd
F.A/F.Sc or equivalent with at least  2  division or Associate Degree in Arst (Urdu) with a  CGPA of 2.00 out of 

th4.00 for admission to 5  semester.

S.
No  

Name  Designation  Email Adress 

1 
 Dr. Tahseen Bibi  PhD Head of Department / 

Assist Prof (Fiction / 
Literature /Poetry) 

tahseenbibi@ gmail.com 

2 Mr. Ihtisham Ul Haq   Lecturer 
(Poetry /Literature) 

ihtisham@uoswabi.edu.pk

3 Lecturer   zakiaa.bibi306@ gmail.com  Ms. Zakia Bibi  

4 Mr. Sadeeq   
MPhil Lecturer (Visiting) asaddique21@Yahoo.com 

5 Ms. Samina  Lecturer (Visiting) saminaamir55@gmail.com 

Qualification 

PhD Scholar  

PhD Scholar  

(Poetry /Literature) 

(Poetry /Literature) 

(Poetry /Literature) 
MPhil 
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DEPARTMENTAL ACVITIES:



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

INTRODUCTION:

VISION:

MISSION:

 Department of Zoology was established in 2013. With passage of time, it grew in all 

dimensions offering students the opportunity to study with highly qualified faculty 

in diverse fields including Parasitology, Entomology, and Fisheries. Students are 

given the opportunities for conducting research in various fields.                                                                            

To explore new horizons in Zoology through education and research for the 

welfare of entire humanity in general and Pakistani society in particular. 

Department of Zoology is committed to the production of human resources in Zoology of the higher standard, 

equipped with the knowledge and skills to serve within the framework of moral and ethical values.

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
Prof. Dr. Mian Sayed Khan

(Head of the Department)
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Faculty Members 

Name Designation Qualification Status Discipline Email Address

Dr. Munawar 
Saleem Ahmad

Assistant 
Professor

Molecular 
Entomology

saleemsbs@uoswabi.edu.pkPhD Regular

PhD Regular Parasitology mskhan@uoswabi.edu.pk
Prof.Dr. Mian 
Sayed Khan

Professor & 
Chairperson

Mr. Ahsan Khan Lecturer M.Phil Fisheries ahsan@uoswabi.edu.pkStudy 
Leave

Mr. Fawad Aziz Lecturer M.Phil Regular fawad@uoswabi.edu.pk
Fisheries & 
Aquaculture

Dr. Nazish Shah Lecturer M.Phil Regular Parasitology nazish@uoswabi.edu.pk

Dr. Saira PhD IPFP Epidemiology saira@uoswabi.edu.pkAssistant 
Professor

Dr. Suleman PhD Visiting Parasitology dr.suleman@uoswabi.edu.pk
Assistant 
Professor

Dr. Zahid Khan PhD Visiting Entomology drzahid@uoswabi.edu.pkAssistant 
Professor

Miss Sonia Ali Lecturer Visiting



PROGRAM OFFERED:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

BS Zoology:

MPhil Zoology: 

PhD Zoology:

 Bachelor of Studies (BS),  Master of Philosophy (MPhil), Doctor of 

Philosophy (PhD) in Zoology

nd F.Sc (Pre Medical) having at least 2  Division (45 % marks).

Sixteen years of relevant schooling or 4 years relevant education after HSSC / F.Sc/ Grade 12 or equivalent. 

Qualifying the GAT-General/NTS conducted by the National Testing Service with a minimum 50% cumulative 

score and/or University/departmental test at the time of admission to MPhil.  The candidates should have 
ndobtained 2  division  in  annual  system  of  examination  and  2.50  CGPA  in  BS Zoology (4-years), M.Sc in 

Zoology semester system examination.  

rd
No 3  division in the entire academic career. Selection shall be made on the basis of cumulative merit to be 

determined from previous academic record, written test and interview.

MS/MPhil Degree in Zoology with a minimum of CGPA 3.00 under semester system of at least 30 credit hours or 1st division 

under annual system. No third division in the entire academic career. Have qualified NTS /Graduate Assessment Test 

(subject) or GRE (subject).Have qualified International GRE (subject) in the case of subjects specified by HEC or 

University own test. Selection shall be made on the basis of cumulative merit to be determined from previous academic 

record, written test and interview.

The eligibility criteria for various program is as follow.
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
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DIRECTORATE OF ADMISSIONS

INTRODUCTION:

The Directorate of Admissions is headed by a Director, assisted by Deputy Director 

Admissions of the admissions office who are responsible for the matter concerning 

the admissions procedures of all undergraduate and postgraduates levels programs. 

In order to streamline the whole admissions process, the Directorate of Admissions 

was established in University of Swabi in 2012. 
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STAFF MEMBERS OF DIRECTORATE OF ADMISSIONS

S.No Name

1 Dr. Fida Hussain

2 Mr. Muhammad Nadeem

3 Mr. Fakhr e Alam

Designation

Director

Deputy Director

Naib Qasid

ADMISSION POLICY: 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

Eligibility Criteria for Undergraduate and Post Graduate levels Program:
BS 4 Years Undergraduate Program

The University offers BS levels program in Fall semester each year, while the graduate admissions are announced 
in spring. The admissions policy are as follow;

nd
           FA/FSc or equivalent with at least 2   division (45 % marks)

       · Three Passport Size Photographs (Attested)

· Attested copies of all Credentials

· Copy of CNIC/Domicile. (Attested)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)

Dr. Hazrat Hussain 

(Head of Department)
DR. FIDA HUSSAIN

(DIRECTOR ADMISSIONS)

Function of the Directorates is:- 

·  To manage Publications of University Prospectus under Graduate and 

     Postgraduate programs.

·   To finalized admission schedules and give them wide publicity.

·   To collect and process application forms received for admission various programs.

·   To coordinate with concerned university departments in matters relating to admissions.

·   To ensure compliance with admission policies and regulation.      



MA / MSc 2 Years Master Program

MS/ MPhil/ MSc (Hons)

PhD

IMPORTANT

MPhil/MS/ MSc (Hons) and PhD Required Documents       

nd            BA/B.Sc or equivalent with at least 2  division (45% marks)  

1. Relevant Master's degree or 4-years bachelor's degree after intermediate (130 Credit hours), with a 
nd

minimum CGPA 2.5 in Semester System or 2  Division in Annual System.

2. Candidate must pass Screening Test conducted by the institute/ University or through NTS/OTS or any 

other test conducting organization, as decided by the university, by securing at least 60% marks. 

Candidates who have valid GRE securing 50 % marks are also eligible for admission in postgraduate 

programs.

st1. Candidates having MS/M.Phil or 18 years education with a CGPA 3.0 in Semester System or 1  

Division in annual system can apply.

2. Candidate must pass Screening Test conducted by the Institute/University or through NTS/OTS or any 

other test conducting organization, as decided by the university, by securing at least 70% marks. 

Candidates who have valid GRE securing 60 % marks are also eligible for admission in postgraduate 

programs.

1. Candidates employed in any Government or Semi-Government Department/Organization must submit 

No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the concerned Department/ Organization within 30 days after 

initial selection, failing which the selection will be deemed to have lapsed.

2. Provision of hostel accommodation is not mandatory and is subject to availability of seats.

3. In case of ambiguity about eligibility, the opinion of the Graduate Studies Committee of the concerned 

department may be taken into consideration.

4. Schedule for Interview/ Scrutiny of papers and remittance of fee will be given by each Department/ 

within the period between given dates. 

            The following documents must be enclosed:

  1. BS 4 years / Master's Degree (Transcript) in the relevant subject

2. MPhil Degree, (where applicable)

3. Character Certificate issued by the Institute last attended.

4. NOC for serving candidates.

5. Recent passport size photographs (3) pasted at the top right of the application form.

6.      Copy of the CNIC
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All the documents submitted at the time of admission  must be attested  from  a  gazetted  officer. The selected 

candidate for admission must submit his/her original documents for scrutiny before the Admission Committee

 of the respective department/institution/center for the interview on the announced day and date.



RESERVE SEATS POLICY FOR BACHELOR AND MASTER PROGRAMS:

ADMISSION FEE REFUND POLICY:

The policy for reserve seats is as under 

· Sports Seat 2%

· Ex-Fata/Baluchistan Seat 5%

· Afghan Refugee 2%

· Disable Persons Seat 1 Seat/Discipline

· Minority Seats              2%

· Advocate Children  5% (Only for LLB)

· Pharm-D (reserve seats)               As per Pharmacy Council of Pakistan

The University follows the below refund policy
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S.No

1

2

3

Application submitted for refund Fee Refund

Within first week i.e. 1 to 7 days of commencement of classes 100%

Within second week i.e. 8 to 15 days of commencement of classes 50%

Third week of commencement of classes No Refund

CANCELLATION OF ADMISSION:

NUMBER OF SEATS IN EACH DISCIPLINE (BACHELOR):

Scholarships: 

For cancellation, the applicant will submit an application in the name of Director Admissions along with the 

Original Bank Slip/Receipt.

The maximum number of students to be admitted in each discipline is 50, except in Department of Agriculture 

and Management Sciences and Computer Science where 200, 100 and 100 students are admitted in the first 

semester respectively.

The university facilitates students to apply for various Scholarships, which include the 

following:

MORA Scholarships
University Need-based 

Scholarships               

University Merit-based 

Scholarships             

NBP Student Loan Scheme
Pakistan Bait-ul-Maal 

Scholarships       
HEC Need-based Scholarships

Diya Scholarships Hamdard Scholarships Ehsas Scholarships



Directorate of Planning &Development

The University of Swabi was established in 2012 by upgrading the then Anbar 

Campus of Abdul Wali Khan University, Mardan (since 2010). The then Anbar 

Campus of AWKUM was composed of only 3 departments including; Department 

of Pharmacy, Department of Management Sciences and Department of Agriculture. 

The old campus (the then Anbar Campus) of the university is spreaded over an area 

of 135 kanal with only 72,000 sft of built up area. In order to establish a purpose-built 

campus of the university, a total area of 1,400 kanal has been acquired on the main 

motorway near Swabi interchange. A number of buildings including 4 

academic blocks, an administration block, an examination block, a guest 

house, a multipurpose hall, a cafeteria and external development (roads, 

drains, boundary wall, utility lines etc.) have been constructed under 

development projects of HEC and HED. 

Since its establishment, the University of Swabi has made tremendous progress by increasing the number of 

departments from 03 to 28.  Resultantly the number of students increased from 350 to 4500 and number of 

Faculty members from 30 to 200. Majority of the faculty members are PhD degree holders from national and 

international institutions. Under an HEC funded developmental project, currently 09 foreign qualified PhD 

faculty will further enhance the academic strength of the University. Until, 107 fully funded research projects 

have been earned form national and international organizations. Presently 28 academic departments are 

operational in the university with vast variety of academic programs/disciplines. Various departments of the 

University are offering BS, MA/MSC, MS/MPhil and PhD programs.

Directorate of Planning & Development plays a pivotal role in the development of University of Swabi. 

Currently several developmental projects are in progress to uplift the university to an international standards in 

terms of infrastructure and other facilities. The Smart University provides blanketed 300 mbps internet 

connectivity around the clock. The Safe University supports a peaceful and foolproof secure academic 

environment. The University is globally linked with the help of Video Conferencing and Smart Class equipment. 

The class rooms are equipped with modern furniture and latest teaching equipments. Several projects are still in 

progress to improve co-curricular activities including a world-class sports facilities. The University provides a 

sophisticated transport system for the day scholars and hostels for the boarder students.

Director: 
Dr. Muhammad Ijaz Khan

Ph.D. Pharmaceutics 
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Master plan of Main Campus University of swabi.

University of Swabi Main Campus (L-R Main entrance, Academic block, Guest house and Multipurpose hall)

At Glance 



DIRECTORATE OF ACADEMICS

Directorate of Academics is the main pillar of the University dealing with graduate 

and postgraduate degree programs of the University of Swabi and its affiliated 

colleges (public & private). Director Academics being the head of the section 

coordinates with the offices of Vice Chancellor, Registrar, QEC, Admissions, 

Examinations and other stakeholders as per mandate given by the Act, Statutes and 

Regulations.

Dr. Faisal Khan
(Director Academics)
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Directorate of Academics Staff:

S.No Name

1

2

3

Designation

Dr. Faisal Khan Director Academics 

Saddam Hussain Office Assistant

Shaukat Hayat Helper

Responsibilities of the Directorate of Academics:

· Focal point for academic matters including Graduate and Postgraduate Degree Programs

· Secretary Board of Faculties (Arts & Social Sciences, Sciences)

· Secretary Advanced Studies & Research Board

· Acts to implement the decisions of Advanced Studies & Research Board and Board of Faculties

· Coordinates with Affiliated Colleges (Public & Private)

· Prepares Academic Calendar for Undergraduate& Postgraduate Degree Programs

· Facilitates committees constituted for framing rules and regulations

· Disseminates thesis/dissertation for external evaluation in line with the approved regulations

· Solicits approval for the recommendations of GSC of respective departments

· Coordinates with HEC regarding Accreditation, NOC and PCD

· Amends Rules and Regulations through Statutory bodies

· Submits finalized results of postgraduate scholars to the Controller of Examinations Section

· Recommends Schemes of Studies, Course Contents etc. pertaining to Associate Degree/ BS, MS/M.Phil/ 
MSc (Honors)/PhD from the relevant bodies

· Provides guidance on Rules and Regulations etc. to the authorities

· Notifies Academic Calendar, Freezing Semesters, NOC and Confirmation/ Cancellation of Admission, 
Coursework Approval, Research Titles, Supervisory Committee and Extension of postgraduate scholars

· Pacilitates and enhance quality of education in University and its Affiliated colleges
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Key Achievements by June 2022

· Successfully conducted four (04) meetings of the Board of Faculty of Sciences

· Successfully conducted three (03) meetings of the Board of Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

· Successfully conducted ten (10) meetings of the Advanced Studies & Research Board and notified their 

decisions

· Finalized thesis/dissertation of (90) scholars of various departments till June 2022

· Drafted Undergraduate & Postgraduate Regulations for the approval of Academic Council and 

Syndicate

· Drafted Migration Regulation for the Postgraduate Programs
· Assistance provided to Controller of Examinations in framing Course Coding, Transcript uniformity and 

Degree Titles for various programs

th
Glimpses of 5  ASRB Chaired by Prof. Nasir Jamal Khattak
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th7  Meeting of ASRB Chaired by Prof. Nasir Jamal Khattak

th8 meeting of ASRB Chaired by Prof. Nasir Jamal Khattak
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th
9  Meeting of ASRB Chaired by Prof. Nasir Jamal Khattak

th10  Meeting of ASRB Chaired by Prof. Nasir Jamal Khattak



EXAMINATION SECTION

It is a great honour and privilege to serve as Controller of Examination, University of 

Swabi. Being a custodian of the Examinations record, the examination section 

provides quality services to the students in terms of keeping the secrecy of the 

privileged documents, preparation of transcripts, degrees and arranging 

convocations. Besides provision of these and other services, the section also 

conducts various examinations with absolute transparency and merit. 

The Examination Section deals with both Semester and Annual System of 

Examinations. Examination Section is catering the needs of the regular students 

of all Departments, of the University as well as the students of affiliated  colleges 

of the area. The Examinations Section also caters the needs of the private 

candidates appearing in ADE/B.A/ BBA, M.A, etc. Examinations who belong to different districts of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. By the grace of Almighty Allah, support of University Management, hard work and dedication of 

the staff of the section, all the set targets have been successfully achieved so far.

Examination Section performs the following activities in an academic year:

       · Registration of Regular students and allotment of Roll Numbers.

· Conduct and preparation of results of ADE/AD/BS/BBA/BA/BSc & MEd/MA/MSc/MPhil/PhD 

examinations.

· Preparation of semester-wise results

· Conduct of viva-voce examinations of Thesis/Research projects at the end of a degree program.

· Issuance of Final Transcripts/DMCs to all the students appeared in various examinations.

· Issuance of Degrees to passed out students.

· Verification of DMCs/Transcripts/Degrees etc

· Academic Distinction (Merit Certificates + Gold Medals)

· Issuance of Migration and Provisional Certificates

· Convocations

· Data preparation for submission to HEC.

The examinations section is looking forward for automation and digitalization to make the section strengthened 

for providing maximum facilities to the students and to face the challenges in a dynamic way.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

 Dr. Abdul Basir
(Head of the Section)
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IT SECTION

INTRODUCTION
 IT section consists of a high speed network (both wired and wireless), linked to 

overseas Internet, serving the information and computational needs of over 4000 

users in teaching, learning, research, administration and official communication.

The IT Section develops and manages the computing and networking infrastructure 

of the University. The Centre provides IT support to all the faculty members, 

administrative officers and students. In addition, the Center serves the University's 

faculty members and administration needs by providing various office 

automation and productivity tools. The Center is also responsible for 

maintaining and updating the official website of the University.

  Saddam Alam
(Deputy Director IT)
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Staff List

S.No Name

1

2

3

Designation

Saddam Alam Deputy Director IT

Zulfiqar Ahmad Computer Operator 

Muhmammad Junaid Computer Operator

4 Helper Muhammad Ikram

       · E-Mail service

· Licensed Software Distribution

· Networking

· Video Conferencing

· Web Portal Design & Development

· Online Job Portal

· IT Maintenance Activities

The University has access to HEC National Digital Library which is providing access to a large number of 

international research libraries. The e-books support programs allow researchers to access most of the important 

texts and reference books electronically.

DIGITAL  LIBRARY

OUR SERVICES

4



Pakistan Educational Research Network (PERN)

SMART UNIVERSITY PROJECT

VIDEO CONFERENCING

SOME OF THE NOTABLE ADVANTAGES OF VIDEO CONFERENCING ARE AS FOLLOWS:

SMART CLASSROOM PROJECT

The PERN connects universities and research institutes through high speed internet bandwidth. The main 

purpose of this network is to facilitate researchers and students in sharing data and to coordinate with each other 

through video conference. The University is currently using 102mbps bandwidth. Out of 102mbps, 32mbps is 

used through wired network and 70mbpsthrough wireless network. Soon 167mbps more internet bandwidth has 

been provided to Main Campus University of Swabi. All the buildings of the old campus are connected to the 

main data center though Fiber optic cable. The total internet bandwidth of University of Swabi has now reached 

to 310mbps.

Higher Education Commission is running Smart University Project in different higher education institutions of 

the country. University of Swabi availed this facility in the first quarter of this project. Under Smart University 

Project the high speed internet wireless facility is available to all the students and faculty throughout the campus. 

70 wireless access points is installed in the old campus and 167 wireless access points has now been installed in 

the main campus university of  Swabi.

Education is changing very rapidly, and keeping pace with the evolving technology of the day are teaching 

practices. As the world shrinks and becomes one big united village, Video Conferencing has made its way into the 

classroom, and has proved to have innumerable benefits. IT Section under HEC project has established a Video 

Conferencing Hall. Students, Teachers and Management staff are now able to connect the national and 

international universities for video Conferencing. Four more video conferencing rooms are nearly to be 

established at the main campus. Video conferencing provides students with the opportunity to learn by 

participating in two-way communication.

     Improving productivity and efficiency.

Accelerating decision-making process.

Increasing access to information and experts.

Reducing travel time, stress and expenses.

Allowing more efficient allocation of resources.

The modern developments in the ICT have changed the world will continue to do so at a rapid pace and for this, 

teachers and their pedagogy must also be adaptive  traditional classroom teaching and learning is limited to the 

knowledge the teacher has and can access. Students' ability to find and then evaluate information and construct 

new knowledge is enhanced through connecting with the world outside the classroom, opening new possibilities 

that will enable individuals to build new nodes of knowledge depending on their needs and learning styles. 

Higher Education has the launched the Smart Classroom Project for different higher education institutions of the 

country. University of Swabi had been selected in the first quarter of this project and under this project a well-

furnished Smart Classroom has now been established here at the main campus University of  Swabi.
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CAMPUS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

WEB PORTAL

SMART CAMPUS PROJECT

ESTABLISHMENT OF 06 COMPUTER LABS

Campus Management Solution (CMS) provides the standard tools for faculty to manage their online admissions, 

courses, process assignment, maintain grade books and stay in contact with colleagues and students. Students 

enjoy being able to easily see their assignments, lessons and other information for all of their classes like 

semesters transcript etc. staff benefits from services such as built-in help desk, textbook requisitions, exam 

scheduling and faculty/coursechanges.

CMS project of worth 10million rupees has been advertised by the Directorate of Planning and Development 

University of Swabi. Almost all the modules related to the LMS, ERP and CMS will be covered under this 

project.

The Web Portal act s as a gateway in providing updated information about each activity of the university round 

the clock and to design & develop the new portals/ websites for its departments. IT Section has been involved in 

all stages of the development of web sites right from planning, design, quality control, launching to online 

promotion and monitoring.

IT section regularly entertain queries from all the Academic and Administrative departments of the university. 

This includes updating of Departments, Faculty Members, Academic Programs, Seminars, Merit lists, Entry test 

results, Conferences and Journals information form academic departments and Jobs Notices, Date-Sheets, 

Results, Tender Notices, Schedules and Press Release from administrative departments and many more.

In order to improve the security arrangements, the University of Swabi has taken immediate steps for the 

installation of CCTV cameras. 30 CCTV Cameras have been installed at entry Gates and prominent points at old 

campus University of Swabi under HEC Safe University Project. ?A Security Control Room has been established 

for proper monitoring all the CCTV Cameras. The level 2 agreement with Higher Education Commission has 

been signed for the installation of CCTV Cameras. Under level 2 agreement 93(Ninety-three) CCTV cameras has 

been installed on the boundary walls as wells as on the exit and entry gates at the main campus. The CCTV 

cameras in the corridors of the buildings will be completed in the next phase.

thThe delivery and installation of 185 core i-5 10  Generation desktop computers have been successfully 

completed. 12 number of computer labs in different departments have been established from these new 

purchased desktop computers.



CENTRAL LIBRARY
Introduction:

VISION:

MISSION:

In a time of rapid change, Swabi University Library continues to stand at the center of 

intellectual life on campus. With world-class collections and services  print, online, 

and in person  our Library serves as an indispensable partner in study, teaching, and 

research at the university.

Library presents welcoming atmosphere for the students and will play a vital role in 

academic career. Our Library holds 20,000 plus books, Journals, Magazines and 

CDs collection. A wide range of online full-text journals databases are available 

including Higher Education Commission (HEC) digital library.

To accomplish most important role in the provision of information, the Library is committed:

To work closely with other academic and administrative departments on issues of information acquisition, 

dissemination, access and management.

  To take a pride in fulfilling the responsibility given by the university and society.

Encourage joint ventures with other information service providers.

Empowering our research and learning community with deep expertise, innovative services, and 

outstanding collections strengthened by strategic partnerships.

Swabi University Library promotes a culture of broad inquiry and supports the University's mission to discover, 

preserve, and disseminate knowledge and creative expression. It engages with the ongoing transformations of 

society to deliver world-class physical and digital content and services critical to research, education, and 

outreach, now and in the future.

       

  MR.WAQAR AHMAD
(Head of Section)
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Mr. Waqar Ahmad

Mr. Muhammad  Sajid

Mr. Asad Ali 

Mr. Muhammad Tahir

STAFF DETAILS:

Deputy Librarian

Junior Clerk

Book Binder

Library Attendant

Mr. Muhammad Naeem Library Attendant

       Mr. Junaid Iqbal Naib Qasid

1

2

3

4

5

6

Name DesignationS.No
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DEPARTMENT WISE COLLECTION:

S.No Department

1

2

3

No of Books

4

Agriculture 3885

Biotechnology 78

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Botany 107

Chemistry 93

840Computer Science

Economics 414

Education 68

English 276

Environmental Science 124

General 364

Geology 233

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

LAW 7470

Management Science1 685

Mathematics 178

Microbiology 382

PAN Humanity 534

PCRs 40

Pharmacy 1758

Political Science 860

Psychology 457

Sociology 324

Zoology 498

Total No of Books 20668

Journals/ Serials

Thesis
1100+

SERVICES:

1.   Access to HEC digital library by clicking on following link: 

      http://www.digitallibrary.edu.pk/Uniofswa.html

2.   Online public access catalogue (opac) in progress

      By implementing our library software our library will soon

      be linked globally.

3.   Clipping services

4.   Circulation services

5.   Library orientation 



DescriptionS. No Designation Email

fayazali@uoswabi.edu.pk1. ProvostMr. Fayyaz Ali

ikramullah@uoswabi.edu.pkJunior Clerk

Junior Clerk

Mr.Ikram ullah Khan 2.

Mr. Khalid Aziz

Qualification

M.Phil

M.A

M.A3.

Prospectus 2022

The Provost office maintains hostel record and deals the following 

responsibilities. Provost office deals the Hostel admissions, and their 

proper management. Maintaining of University Discipline among the 

students and in other co-curricular activities.Dealing day to day affairs 

of Boys, Girls, and Staff hostel.

PROVOST SECTION

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk

Number of Hostels

Provost Office 

Mr. Fayyaz Ali 
(Provost)
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DescriptionS. No Number Capacity

1.

2.

16501Boys Hostel

4001Girls Hostel

2601Staff Hostel3.

01Cafeteria4.



Attendant

Sweeper

Security Guard

Designation

Warden

Warden

Warden

Junior Clerk

Naib Qasid 

Attendant

7.

8.

9.

Ms. Riaz Begam

Mr. Aziz ur Rehman 

Mr. Ibad ur Rehman

Description EmailQualification S. No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ms. Anwer Sultana MS (Geography) anwarsultana@uoswabi.edu.pk

Ms. Shaista Zahir MBA 1.5 shaistazahir@uoswabi.edu.pk

Ms. Riffat Jabeen M.A riffatjabeen@uoswabi.edu.pk

Ms. Sadia Naz

Mr. Farhad Ali

Ms. Hadia Begam

Prospectus 2022
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Staff in Boys Hostel  

DescriptionS. No Designation Email

1.

2.

Qualification

3.

4.

Mr. Nouman Saleem Warden
MS 

(Agriculture)
nouman@uoswabi.edu.pk

Mr. Muhammad Uzair Asst Warden
B.TECH 

(Electrical)

Asst WardenMuhammad Waqas

Mr.Amin ur Rehman Junior Clerk B.A aminurrahman3345@gmail.com

Mr. Riaz Ahmad Naib Qasid M.A

Mr. Khalid Aziz Naib Qasid

Naib Qasid

B.A

Mr.Mohsin Ahmad SSC

HelperMr. Gul Amin

SweeperMr. Wasif

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Staff in Girls Hostel
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3.

4.

5.

6.

S. No Amount

Rs.1460/-Hostel Admission Fee (Once)

Rs. 2750/-Security Fee (Refundable) (Once)

Rs.19327/-Accommodation fee (Per Annum)

Hostel Card Fee Rs.200/-

Grand Total Rs. 23737/-

Description

Prospectus 2022
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Staff in Staff Hostel

1. CookMr. Sajjad Jamil

Fee Structure

Facilities for hostel students 

Ambulance facilities which are provided to students and faculty in case of emergency around the clock.
24 hours internet facility, indoor games and common room for  hostel students.
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DIRECTORATE OF STUDENT  AFFAIRS

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk100

Co-curricular and extra-curricular activities play a vital role in the 

academic and social life of students. Such activities admittedly 

invigorate a healthy relationship among the students and develop a sense 

of co-ordination in the living-learning processes of the students, faculty 

and administration. These activities are vital for the physical, social and 

psychological growth of students. Since the Directorate of Student 

Affairs provides proactive support and capacity building services to 

promote co-curricular activities in the University which could enrich our 

graduates at every stage of their life as well as to help them build strong 

relationships with their peers, faculty, administration and other 

stakeholders with the following aims and objectives:

! to enhance the creative potential of the students

! to expose the hidden talents of the students

! to induce and stir a sense of love, altruism and service to the humanity in the students

! to prepare the students to face the challenges of practical life

! to inculcate in students the spirit of healthy competition

! to prepare the students for future challenges in the global context

! to keep the students away from unwanted/undesirable associations/activities

! to promote teamwork among the students

! to give them a sense of responsibility and ownership

! to inculcate leadership potential in students

Following Student Societies were formally activated last year:

1. Welfare Society

2. Environment Green Club

3. Media Club

4. Debate Society

5. Character Building Society

6. Hiking Club

7. Dramatics Society

8. Islamic Society

9. Science society

10. Literacy Society

INTRODUCTION:

DR. Muhammad Sufyan 
(Head of Section)
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Affairs University of Swabi organized “Two(02) Blood Donation Camps” at Main 
Campus, University of Swabi, a Total of 116 Bags were collected.
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Student Affairs University of Swabi arranged “
” at Conference Room Old Campus, 

University of Swabi.

Bilingual Debate Competition in 
Collaboration with NPO and Ministry of Industry
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“ ” of Faculty Members and students at Asif Memorial Hall 
University of Swabi

Oath Taking Ceremony
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Various activities performed by environment green club, University of Swabi which 
include,  plantation day, cleanliness week, water conservation etc.
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Transport section is one of the important administrative sections of 

university of Swabi. This section is headed by an In-charge called as 

Transport In-Charge or Transport officer. The purpose and duty of this 

section is to facilitate the students, employees and to provide transport 

facility for any official activity.

TRANSPORT SECTION

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk

Staff Details: Naveed Khan
(Transport Officer)

DescriptionS. No Designation 

1.

2.

3.

Naveed Khan Transport Officer

Muhammad Ayaz Office Assistant

Arsalan Khan Naib Qasid

Currently, University of Swabi is providing transport facility on three major routes: Shewa Adda Route, 
Topi Route, and Chota Lahor Yar Hussain Route which covers more than 90 % area of district Swabi. 
Transport Section also provides 24/7 emergency service to students, employees of the university. For this 
purpose the section has an ambulance and other dedicated vehicles.

Admission Policy:

Transport Facility is available for all Day scholars and regular student of the University. 

Transport Admission Form must be received from Transport Section.

Fee Structure:

Transport fee is collected semester wise, that is 
st st1) Fall Semester  -------------1  September to 31  January 
st th2) Spring  Semester --------- 1  February to 15  June

STUDENTS PICK & DROP ROUTES:
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Current Available Vehicles Quantity and their Status 

Purpose of Use

Students Pick & Drop

Students Pick & Drop

Emergency etc

Miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Irrigation 

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Official duty

Quantity

07

02

01

04

01

01

02

01

01

02

03

Vehicle Type

Large Buses

Coasters

Ambulance Van

King Long Hiace Van

Toyota Hiace

Suzuki Pickup Van

Suzuki Carry Van

Water Tanker

Dumper (mini truck)

Tractor (Fiat-640)

Cultus Motor Cars(old model)

S. No

1.

2.

Cultus Motor Cars(new model) 02 Official duty

Vigo Champ(Hilux) for V.C 01 V.C Secretariat 

Corolla Altis for Dean 01 For Dean of Sciences

GLI Car for V.C 01 V.C Secretariat

Wagon-R Car for Project 01 For Project

New Corolla Altis Car for V.C 01 For V.C Secretariat

Suzuki Swift Car 01 For Registrar Office

New Tractor (85) 01 Miscellaneous 

New tractor (480) 01 Miscellaneous 

35Total no of Vehicles

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

6.
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"To create an outstanding environment to support the research at the  

University to open ways to research advances, creativity, innovation and 

link the research enterprise through national and international 

partnerships".

Office of Research Innovation and Commercialization 
(ORIC)

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk

STAFF DETAILS 

The Office of Research, Innovation and Commercialization at UOS is striving to deliver world-

class solutions to streamline research administration and support high-impact and responsible 

research, compliance, collaboration, transparency, efficiency, innovation and commercialization. 

To enable the achievement of excellence by the research community, the ORIC provide services 

and resources to faculty, students and staff that stimulate research and other creative endeavors. 

The ORIC facilitates and enhances partnerships and collaborations between faculty, industry, 

government, foundations and global research enterprises. The office also develops infrastructure 

and policy that promotes creativity and an entrepreneurial culture. ORIC also communicates the 

value and impact of UOS research to the world.

MISSION

VISION

Dr. Ruidar Ali Shah
(Director ORIC)

108

S. No

1.

2.

3.

Description

Syed Nasir Ali Shah 

Mr. Sana Ullah

Mr. Naveed Shah

Designation 

Naib Qasid

Office Assistant

Senior Clerk



ACHIEVEMENTS 
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· To work under the directions of HEC.

· Conduct meetings an year with HEC.

· Identifying and informing the faculty about the research grants opportunities for them to apply 

and then assist them in acquiring funds from international and national funding agencies.

· To keep track of all the researches carried out in the university by faculty and staff and then 

commercialize the relevant research to reap maximum benefit for industry and thereby 

translating the research into the public benefit.

· Arranging seminars, training workshops, symposiums and conferences for the University 

students and faculty.

Functions of OIRC

Research Projects

Funding Agency Number of Research Projects Amount (Millions)

NRPU  HEC 6 18.98

SRGP  HEC 28 26.61

DoST 7 2.24

PSF 1 3.68

Industrial Sector Research Projects 1 26.608

International 1 1.30

Total 60 79.418

Conferences, Seminars, Training Workshops etc.

Conferences 01 06

Particular
National International

Category

Seminars 02 19

Workshops - 10

Symposium 01 -

Other Events - 06
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University Industry Linkages/ MoU(s):

National
Number

University / Institution 13

Intrnational
ParticularsParticulars Number

University / Institution 06

Industry / Corporate 19 Industry / Corporate 0

Total 32 Total 06

List of MoU's Currently Hold ORIC and other 

Prestigious Organizations

International Organization

National Organization

1. European University of Lefke (EUL) Turkey
2. PontificiaUniversidadeCatolica do Rio de Janeiro
3. Department of International Cooperation and Public Relations of CAAMS
4. University of Bradford
5. The Department of Rangeland Pests Management, Institute of Plant Protection, CAAS China
6. Mevlana Exchange Programme Protocol

1. Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qaiyum Memorial Trust

2. Dispute Resolution Council KP

3. Home & Tribal Affairs

4. GhulamIshaq Khan Institute (GIKI)

5. Abdul Wali Khan University

6. Tehsil Municipal Committee

7. Irrigation Department KP

8. University of Karachi

9. Agriculture Training Institute Peshawar

10. Gajju khan Medical College Swabi

11. Stanley Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd

12. Khyber Medical University Peshawar

13. Vital Security Pvt Ltd

14. Liasion Corporation

15. Directorate of Fisheries KPK

16. Center of Research And Security Studies 

CRSS

17. Women University of Swabi

18. Dr. Panjwani Centre of Molecular Medicine and 

19. Drug Research University of  Karachi

20. Agriculture Research Council

21. Women Chamber of Commerce

22. Kohat University of Science and Technology

23. Post office

24. Pakistan BAIT-UL-MAL

25. Swabi Chamber of Commerce

26. Pak Women under CVP Project OF 

27. TDEA/USAID

28. University of Haripur

29. Leisure leagues (pvt) ltd

30. Pak-UK Economic Club

31. National Textile University, Faisalabad

32. Pak-hills, Akbar Abad, Kernal Sher Killay Swabi

33. Social Welfare Department

34. Durshal (KPITB)
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In order to bring the quality of education in Pakistani universities at par 

with international standards, Higher Education Commission started 

establishing Quality Enhancement Cells (QECs) across the universities in 

Pakistan back in its initial phase. The Quality Enhancement Cell of 

University of Swabi was established in March 2013 so as to review the 

quality of education being provided in the university. Since the inception 

the Directorate of QEC at university has a noticeable impact on the way 

academic activities operate. The Standards and quality assurance 

procedures set by the cell added a lot to the prestige of UOS in its various 

degrees' programs.

Following are some of the main functions of QEC:

1. QEC is responsible for promoting public confidence that the quality and standards of the award 

of degrees are enhanced and safeguarded.

3. QEC is responsible for the review of quality standards and the quality of teaching and learning 

in each subject area.

4. QEC is responsible for the review of academic affiliations with other institutions in terms of 

effective management of standards and quality of programs.

5. QEC is responsible for defining clear and explicit standards as points of reference to the reviews 

to be carried out. It should also help the employees to know as to what they could expect from 

candidates.

6. QEC is responsible to develop qualifications framework by setting out the attributes and 

abilities that can be expected from the holder of a qualification, i.e. Bachelors, Bachelor with 

Honors, Master's, M. Phil., Doctoral.

7. QEC is responsible to develop program specifications. These are standard set of information 

clarifying what knowledge, understanding, skills and other attributes a student will have 

developed on successfully completing a specific program.

8. QEC is responsible to develop quality assurance processes and methods of evaluation to affirm 

that the quality of provision and the standard of awards are being maintained and to foster 

curriculum, subject and staff development, together with research and other scholarly activities.

9. QEC is responsible to ensure that the university's quality assurance procedures are designed to 

QUALITY ENHANCEMENT CELL (QEC)

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk

INTRODUCATION

 

DR. Muhammad Sufyan 
(Director QEC)
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fit in with the arrangements in place nationally for maintaining and improving the quality of Higher 

Education.

10. QEC is responsible to develop procedures for the following:

‚ Approval of new programs

‚ Annual monitoring and evaluation including program monitoring, faculty monitoring, and 

student's perception.

‚ Departmental review ?

‚ Student feedback

‚ Employer feedback

‚ Quality assurance of Master's, M. Phil.And Ph. D. degree programs.

‚ Subject review

‚ Institutional assessment

‚ Program specifications

‚ Qualification framework

a.    Facilities:  QEC is currently providing the following facilities to its faculty and students:

‚  Access to Turnitin software for all faculty members

‚  Online Evaluation of Teachers through students

‚  Similarity index Certificates

‚ Evaluation of Research papers being published by faculty members in various 

journals

STAFF DETAILS: 

DescriptionS. No Designation 

1.

2.

3. Naib Qasid

Muhammad Umaid Khan Computer Operator

Muhammad Seyad Office Assistant

Mr. Arshad Khan
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The Cell is responsible for review of quality and standards of teaching and learning in each subject 

area. It deals with all sorts of matters related with standard of each academic program and is 

responsible for developing quality assurance and method of evaluation to affirm that the quality of 

provision and standard of award are being maintained. The cell corresponds with internal 

departments and outside bodies to Endeavour for ensuring that university quality assurance 

procedures are designed to fit in with the standards and quality set by Higher Education 

Commission. Various activities performed by the cell are as follow:

S Preparation of University Portfolio Report (UPR)

S Institutional Performance Evaluation (IPE Self Review)

S Self-Assessment Report (SAR) of all academic programs

S Facilitation in Accreditation of academic programs

S Program Review of MS/MPhil & Equivalent program review (Self Review)

S Program Review of PhD program review (Self Review)

S Facilitation in acquiring NOC for MS/MPhil & Equivalent programs

S Facilitation in acquiring NOC for PhD programs

S Arranging Awareness Seminar / Conferences / workshops etc

S Participation of QEC at National Level on QA Activities

S Adoption& Implementation of HEC (QA) policies and criteria

ACTIVITIES:      
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Sports include all forms of competitive physical activities and games. 

Participation in such activities aims to maintain and improve physical and 

mental abilities as well as provide enjoyment to the participants. Keeping 

in view the importance of physical and mental well-being of the students, 

the Directorate of Sports provides sports opportunities to the participants 

Our vision is to provide students with a platform to train them and produce 

best players. In this regard, the Directorate of Sports arranges Inter-

departmental games for the students on regular basis. The Directorate 

also organizes Inter-colleges and Inter-universities championships. 

The Directorate offers a wide range of sport facilities such as sports grounds, courts, gymnasium, 

fitness gym and so on.

DIRECTORATE OF SPORTS

University of Swabi www.uoswabi.edu.pk

INTRODUCATION

 

Mr. AltafHussain Shah

 (Assistant Director Sports)
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ACTIVITIES

ACHIEVEMENTS

Annual Sports Gala (Inter-Departmental sports competitions)

Inter-Collegiate competitions

Inter-Universities competitions

Friendly matches for university staff members

Vice Chancellor's Cup 

Two consecutive Gold Medals in National Athletics Championship 2018 & 2019 in Javelin Throw

 event won by a student of the Department of Management Science.
nd2  Position in HEC all Pakistan Inter-Universities Archery Championship 2016
st1  Position in HEC Zone B Volleyball championship 2018-19 at Peshawar

Bronze Medal in Shot Put event in HEC Inter-Universities Athletics championship 2016
st1  Position in Inter-Collegiate games 2015 to 2019

Bronze Medal won by Abuzar Ahmad in Prime Minister KamyabJawan Sports Gala 2021-22
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There is a standalone cafeteria, which provides quality edibles at affordable prices. To ensure 

quality and hygiene of the food, a “Canteen Committee” looks after the menu selection, prices 

and quality of service.

CAFETERIA
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University Mosque is an extremely important part of Islamic culture as mosques offer many benefits 

to the community. Masjid with all facilities has been constructed in the premises of old Campus of 

University.

MOSQUE
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The University has a branch/collection booth of UBL to facilitate the students as well as employees 

by providing them with bank services within the premises of the University.

BANK SERVICES 
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I, Mr.Ms._________________________  Son /Daughter _____________________________

Hereby solemnly declare that the information provided in the admission form is true and correct to 

the best of my knowledge. I have read and understood all the instructions provided on this form, 

current prospectus and agree to abide by them. I further undertake that I have sufficient financial 

resources required for the program of study at University of Swabi.

I also solemnly affirm, declare and undertake that:

a) I shall abide by the rules and regulations enforced at University of Swabi at present and those 

which may be enforced at any time in the future.

b) I shall confirm strictly to the code of conduct for the students of University of Swabi.

c) I shall at all time show respectful behavior towards management, faculty and to my fellow 

students.

d) I shall not , through my act, speech or gesture, incite any feelings, which are derogatory to 

any sect, ethnic group, case, religion, creed, sex or place of origin.

e) I shall not indulge in any political activity including unionism or political groupings.

f) I shall protect and preserve the property of University of Swabi at all times and shall make all 

out efforts to prevent others from causing any damage or destruction to the institute's 

property.

g) I shall fully abide by the decision of teachers, various discipline committees constituted for 

the purpose of ensuring and enforcing the discipline and good order in the institute and other 

authorities.

h) I undertake to pay fees and other charges regularly by the due date, failing which I would be 

liable to pay late fees.

i) If I am found involved in any unlawful activity in contravention of the above terms and 

conditions at any stage during my stay at University of Swabi, the institute shall have the 

right to cancel my admission without notice.

Name of Applicant____________ ______ Name of Parent/Guardian_____________________

Signature of applicant________________ Signature of Parent/Guardian__________________

Date:________________________   Date:_____________________________________

UNIVERSITY OF SWABI
Specimen of Undertaking

Undertaking
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Session 

Please tick (   ) one

Department ……………………………… Program of Study ………………......................................................……

Name of Student ……………………………………………………………… Gender    Male           Female 

Father's Name ………………………………………………………………… Domicile ……………………....……….

Date of Birth   Nationality................................... 

--
Father's/Guardian's CNIC

Father's / Guardian's Occupation………………………………………… Contact No ……………………………….

Permanent Address ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Postal Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Hafiz Quran 

The above information provided is correct to the best of my knowledge & belief. 

Tick one (   ) of the following. 

Hostel: Transport: 

Students Signature___________________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

UNIVERSITY OF SWABI
Phone: 0938-403744, Fax: 0938-490238

E-mail: admissions@uoswabi.edu.pk

Web: www.uoswabi.edu.pk

Form No:________ 

Open Sports Disable FATA/Baluchistan

- - Religion ............................. 

 E-mail……………….......……….

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION

Yes   No

Certificate / 
Degree Roll No. Year

Marks 
Obtained

Total 
Marks

%age / 
CGPA

Subjects Board / University

Needed Not Needed

ADMISSION FORM (UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE)

- -

Needed Not Needed

Signature of the members of Admission Committee/GSC

Chairman / HOD

Admission fee paid vide receipt No.……………………………                         

Dated ………………………...

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

1. 2. 3.
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Admission fee paid vide receipt No...........................................
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